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Abstract: In recent years, the use of hybrid composite stacks, particularly CFRP/Al assemblies, and
fiber metal laminates (FMLs) has progressively become a convincing alternative to fiber-reinforced
polymers (FRPs) and conventional metal alloys to meet the requirements of structural weight re-
duction in the modern aerospace industry. These new structural materials, which combine greater
mechanical properties with low specific mass, are commonly assembled by riveted and bolted joints.
The drilling operation, which represents the essential hole-making process used in the aerospace
industry, proves particularly challenging when it comes to achieving damage-free holes with tight
tolerances for CFRP/Al stacks in one-shot operations under dry conditions due to the dissimilar
mechanical and thermal behavior of each constituent. Rapid and severe tool wear, heat damage,
oversized drilled holes and the formation of metal burrs are among the major issues induced by the
drilling of multi-material stacks. This paper provides an in-depth review of recent advancements
concerning the selection of optimized strategies for high-performance drilling of multi-material stacks
by focusing on the significant conclusions of experimental investigations of the effects of drilling
parameters and cutting tool characteristics on the drilling performance of aerospace assemblies with
CFRP/Al stacks and FML materials. The feasibility of alternative drilling processes for improving
the hole quality of hybrid composite stacks is also discussed.

Keywords: drilling; CFRP/aluminum stacks; FML; delamination; thrust force; geometrical accuracy;
surface roughness; chips; burr

1. Introduction

Nowadays, structural weight reduction remains one of the main solutions for im-
proving aircraft performance and promoting energy saving, so much so that over the past
few decades, the requirement for lightweight structural materials with high-performance
mechanical properties has seen a sharp increase in the modern aerospace industry [1].
Therefore, alternative materials to fiber-reinforced polymers (FRPs) and conventional metal
alloys have progressively emerged, and the use of hybrid composite stacks and fiber metal
laminates (FMLs) has gained popularity in the aerospace and aeronautics industries. In
particular, in highly loaded sections of the fuselage and wings, the use of two- or three-layer
metal–composite stack arrangements is fundamental to providing the structural integrity
required for service without overly impacting the overall weight [2].

Hybrid composite stacks are composed of multilayer FRPs and metal alloys, such as
titanium alloys or aluminum alloys, which allows them to benefit from enhanced properties
resulting from the advantages of each stacked material while avoiding their individual
weaknesses [3,4]. FRPs are heterogeneous materials that combine lightweight, stiff but
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brittle reinforcing fibers (aramid, carbon or glass) bound together by a polymer matrix
(thermoplastic or thermoset). The reinforcing phase contributes to improving the mechan-
ical properties of the laminated composite, while the matrix phase transfers the load to
inner fibers, protects them from external damage and provides the composite material with
its high fracture toughness [5]. For example, several types of FRPs are used in the manu-
facturing of Airbus A320/A319 components, including aramid fiber-reinforced polymers
(AFRPs), which are used in the radome and belly fairing skins, carbon fiber-reinforced
polymers (CFRPs), which are incorporated into aircraft wing boxes, horizontal/vertical
stabilizers and wing panels, and glass fiber-reinforced polymers (GFRPs), which are found
in the fairings, storage room doors, landing gear doors and passenger compartments [6].
Providing the strongest combination of physical and metallurgical properties, including
an excellent strength-to-weight ratio, great fracture and fatigue resistance, superior dam-
age threshold energy and exceptional corrosion/erosion resistance, CFRP/Al stacks and
their variations have been recognized as one of the most widespread combinations among
existing hybrid composite stack configurations [4,7,8]. Furthermore, FML composites, of
which the most well-known grades are CARALL®, GLARE® and ARALL®, have carbon,
glass, and aramid fibers, respectively, incorporated into epoxy resin and are integrated
with aluminum alloy sheets [9,10]. Their growing appeal can be explained by the gain in
the tolerance to fatigue crack growth and impact damage, as well as their being between
20 and 25% lighter than aluminum alloys [11].

In aircraft assembly, hybrid composite stacks are essentially fastened by rivets and
bolts, which requires producing a large number of holes through entire stacks in a single-
shot operation (without prior drilling, deburring or reaming) to minimize positional errors,
favor stringent tolerances and reduce production costs [3,12]. Since millions of holes can
be required in a commercial aircraft structure, drilling processes are used extensively
throughout the aerospace industry [11,13]. Furthermore, for both environmental and
economic reasons, dry processes are preferred in aeronautical structures, as drilling without
lubricant or coolant significantly reduces the associated costs and improves productivity
since post-processing cleaning is no longer required [14,15]. In addition, dry drilling may
be considered an environmentally friendly machining process since no chemical additives
are needed [16,17].

Joining and fastening efficiency and quality require drilling damage-free holes with
tight tolerances, and thus, the quality of drilled holes is critical [18]. In this context, the
single-shot drilling of hybrid composite stacks, particularly CFRP/Al, is still challenging
because composite laminates and metal alloys exhibit different mechanical and thermal
properties and require different machining parameters and tool characteristics specific to
each stacked material [3]. Thus, it is well-known that a high cutting speed and low feed
rate are recommended when drilling CFRPs [19], while a low cutting speed and high feed
rate are advised to achieve better hole quality when drilling Al alloys [7].

Over the last two decades, numerous review articles related to the machining of
composite laminates, including CFRP and GFRP materials [1,5,13,18,20–37], metal matrix
composites (MMC) [21] and, more recently, nanoparticle (CNF/CNT)-reinforced composite
laminates [28] have appeared in the scientific literature. In most cases, these reviews give a
comprehensive understanding of the role of drilling parameters, such as spindle speed and
feed rate, and drill bits (tool types, geometrical characteristics, tool materials and coatings)
on hole surface roughness, thrust force, mechanical and thermal damage of composite
materials, delamination and tool wear [1,13,18,20,24,28,29,32,34]. A review of analytical
modeling of drilling, restricted to empirical models to calculate a thrust force threshold,
called critical thrust force, below which no delamination occurs, was first provided by
Khashaba [1] and further extended to artificial and flexible neural network models, ab-
breviated ANN and FNN, respectively, by Singh et al. [5]. Moreover, many authors have
also provided critical reviews on the modeling of conventional machining of composites,
including orthogonal cutting and drilling, using molecular dynamics (MD) and 2D or 3D
finite element (FE) approaches and their combined use (FE-MD) [21,26,30,33,35,37].
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However, few review studies deal with the machining of hybrid composite stacks [3,7,38],
and none specifically addresses the drilling of multilayer fiber-reinforced polymer compos-
ites and aluminum stacks. Therefore, the primary motivation of this article is to provide
a comprehensive review of the drilling of multi-material stacks by focusing on the main
issues that occur during the drilling process of CFRP/Al stacks and FML composites. First,
key aspects for evaluating the drilling performance of aerospace assemblies are discussed
in terms of delamination, hole surface roughness, dimensional accuracy, burr formation,
drilling forces, thermal aspects, tool wear and chip formation. Next, the main conclusions
of experimental investigations carried out by both industrial and academic communities
over the past decades on the effects of drilling parameters and drill bit characteristics
on hole quality are summarized. Alternative drilling processes for improving the hole
quality of hybrid composite stacks are also addressed. In conclusion, this article aims to
provide the keys to understanding the drilling of CFRP/Al stacks and FML composites by
highlighting significant results in the scientific literature in order to inform researchers and
manufacturers about recent advances concerning the selection of optimized strategies for
high-performance drilling of multi-material stacks.

2. Drilling Performance of Aerospace Assemblies

As previously mentioned, drilling represents an essential machining process for joining
multilayer FRP composites and aluminum alloys. Despite the fact that the drill successively
penetrates through laminated composites and metal parts, it would be incorrect to assume
that drilling hybrid composite stacks is identical to drilling these materials separately since
the drilled-hole quality of the upper layer is diminished by the evacuation of chips from
the lower layer material. The main issues induced by drilling these dissimilar materials
are usually rapid and severe tool wear, heat-induced damage, oversized drilled holes,
roundness deviation and metal burr formation [3,39,40]. The drilled-hole quality in the
aircraft industry can be evaluated from offline parameters, such as delamination, hole
wall surface roughness, hole circularity error, hole size deviation and burr height. For
example, deteriorated hole surface roughness may contribute to the expansion of areas of
concentrated stress [41], thus promoting the probability of fatigue cracks and leading to a
reduction in the fatigue life of aircraft structures [42]. Furthermore, the investigation of tool
wear or chip formation and the monitoring of online parameters, including drilling forces
and drilling temperatures, represent important supplementary outputs required to help
in achieving the best drilling performance of aerospace assemblies and reducing drilling-
induced delamination [28]. This section provides a description of the aforementioned offline
and online parameters and the associated monitoring and assessment methodologies in the
drilling process of CFRP/Al stacks and FML composites.

2.1. Delamination in FRPs

Delamination is defined as an inter-ply failure that occurs during the drilling of
composite laminates [18]. It is generally accepted as the dominant failure mechanism
during the drilling of composite materials. Furthermore, it represents a major issue since it
drastically reduces the fatigue strength of the material, which potentially deteriorates the
long-term performance of FRPs [43]. This drilling-induced damage is manifested by the
splitting between two adjacent layers when the thrust force exceeds the interlaminar bond
strength of the material [43]. This phenomenon can be observed both at the machined-hole
entry (peel-up delamination) and exit (push-out delamination), as illustrated in Figure 1.
When the drill penetrates the top surface of the laminate, the contact between the composite
material and the cutting edges of the drill generates a peeling force acting in the axial
direction through the slope of the drill flutes, which results in the plies separating from
each other and developing a peel-up delamination zone around the drilled-hole entry
circumference. The aforementioned peeling force can vary with the tool geometry and
friction between the drill and workpiece material [44]. When the drill reaches the exit side
of the drilled composite, the uncut thickness thins out, and the uncut plies beneath the
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cutting tool then tend to deform, thus giving rise to push-out delamination. In practice,
it has been found that push-out delamination is more severe than peel-up delamination
due to the greater thrust force exerted by the drill, together with the reduction in the
strength of inter-ply bonding [45,46]. In the case of drilling hybrid composite stacks, the
mechanism of delamination remains the same as the drilling of single FRPs; only the
severity of delamination will be affected by the choice of the stacked sequence. When
drilling starts from a laminated composite part to a metal part, push-out delamination is
reduced compared with the metal/FRP drilling sequence because the bottom-supporting
metal part acts as a backup plate and prevents the deformation of the upper composite
part [8,47]. Moreover, in this configuration, peel-up delamination is accentuated by metal
chip evacuation [48,49].
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Figure 1. Mechanism of delamination in composite laminate drilling [50].

Many non-destructive measurement technologies, which generally combine image
acquisition devices with image processing software, have been developed to monitor
the dimensional characteristics, such as size, shape and location, of delamination. These
dimensional characteristics are required to quantify drilling-induced delamination. As
summarized in several review articles [3,11,13,18,31], the non-destructive methodologies
adopted by many researchers to measure delamination are optical microscopy [51–59],
digital scanning [55,60–65], ultrasonic C-scan [58,66–71] and X-ray [58,64,67,68,72,73].

Over the past few decades, several methodologies have been provided to assess the
level of drilling-induced delamination, and exhaustive reviews of these models can be
found in the scientific literature [3,11,13,18,31]. All of these models are based on the deter-
mination of a delamination parameter, called the delamination factor, which can be defined
in one dimension (1D) [53,57,60,66,72,74], two dimensions (2D) [62,75] or three dimensions
(3D) [71] or in an adjusted form [61,76], which combines 1D and 2D delamination factors.
Chen [72] was the first to suggest a delamination parameter using the one-dimensional
characteristic, i.e., diameter, measured on the drilled hole. This 1D delamination factor,
denoted by Fd, is defined as the ratio of the maximum diameter (Dmax) of the observed
delamination zone to the nominal diameter of the drilled hole (Dnom). In order to take into
account the irregularity of the delamination patterns—in particular, as observed in CFRP
drilling—Faraz et al. [62] proposed a 2D delamination factor, denoted by Fa, based on the
calculation of the ratio of the area (Anom) related to the maximum diameter (Dmax) of the
delamination zone to the nominal area of the drilled hole (Anom). However, this indicator
disregards the contribution of crack length to drilling-induced delamination, since only
the area of the delamination zone is taken into account. Both diameters (Dnom and Dmax)
and areas (Anom and Amax) are shown in Figure 2. The contributions of both crack size
and damaged areas are included in the adjusted delamination factor Fad, proposed by
Davim et al. [61] and defined as the pondered sum of the 1D delamination factor Fd and the
2D delamination factor Fa. More recently, Xu et al. [71] introduced a 3D delamination factor
to incorporate the effect of the interlaminar failure observed inside the FRP. This factor was
determined by the arithmetic mean of the 2D delamination factor Fa for each delaminated
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layer. Although all of these more advanced delamination factors can accurately assess the
real extent of delamination damage, Fd remains the most popular delamination factor used
to quantify the level of drilling-induced delamination, as it is easier to use.
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2.2. Surface Roughness in FRPs and Aluminum

It is widely accepted that hole surface roughness is one of the main outputs used
to evaluate the drilling performance of composites [13,20,29,77]. This characteristic is
measured by monitoring the irregularities of the workpiece surface. Drilling parameters
and drill bit geometry greatly impact hole surface roughness [78,79]. The absence of any
surface defects (epoxy burn, delamination and void) in the wall of the drilled hole guar-
antees the high quality of hole surface roughness achieved after the drilling of composite
panels. During the drilling process, the cutting parameters and cutting tool properties
highly impact the drilled-hole surface roughness. Checking the surface integrity of drilled
holes is imperative since irregularities on the surface directly affect the performance of
the assembly of aerospace components and may result in major issues, such as excessive
wear, fatigue and a drop in the corrosion resistance of the material [80]. Based on previous
research [81–84], it is clearly challenging to minimize the hole surface roughness of the
composite part, as it has different properties from the metal part. In the case of drilling
hybrid composite stacks with an FRP/metal sequence, the metal chip arises by scraping on
the hole wall of the composite layer, damaging it further, which means that the hole surface
roughness deteriorates much more than in the drilling of the single FRP laminate.

Several roughness parameters, which can be calculated on a line or an area, such
as peak-to-valley roughness Rt or St, root-mean-square roughness Rq or Sq and ten-point
average roughness Rz or Sz, can be used to quantify the amount of roughness, but arithmetic
average surface roughness Ra remains commonly used by industries to characterize the
machined surface of both metal and composite panels, although it has been established
that this parameter is better for measuring the surface roughness of metals than that of
composites [85]. Indeed, CFRP surface roughness should be cautiously construed due to
the lower measurement reliability in composites compared to that acquired in metals [86].
Arithmetic average surface roughness Ra corresponds to the average absolute height of
ordinates of the surface measured from the mean profile height within the sampling length.
Nowadays, the maximum acceptable value of Ra for aeronautical structures is 1.6 µm in
aluminum panels and 3.2 µm in CFRP panels [49,87,88].

Various surface roughness estimation techniques, which can be distinguished as
contact and non-contact methods, are available to estimate the surface roughness of drilled
holes [89]. Surface roughness measurements with contact-type methods are performed
using a mechanical stylus in direct contact with the tested surface, and laser light is
used instead of the stylus when non-contact methods are preferred to assess the surface
roughness value. The value of the surface roughness of CFRP drilled holes depends mainly
on the stylus path relative to the fiber direction since the main direction of fibers may
change from layer to layer; thus, it should be measured several times and averaged [90]. In
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the scientific literature, many researchers have studied the drilled-hole surface roughness
for CFRP/aluminum stacks [2,7,12,49,77,83,88,90–98] or FML composites [99–102] using a
surface profilometer, also called a contact rugosimeter or surface roughness tester, with a
sampling length (cutoff) of 0.8 mm. To our knowledge, only Kuo et al. [103] performed the
surface roughness measurement of CFRP and aluminum layers using a laser interferometer
with a vertical resolution of 0.4–0.6 mm and lateral resolution of 0.1 nm.

2.3. Hole Size and Geometrical Accuracy in FRPs and Aluminum

Dimensional issues are commonly observed when drilling aerospace stacks. Varying
dimensional tolerances along the drilled hole may be observed due to the different thermal
and mechanical behaviors between composite materials and metal alloys during the drilling
process. Moreover, as observed in many studies [12,87,91,104–107], the CFRP drilled-hole
diameter remains larger than that measured in the metal part, which can be explained by
the detrimental abrasion of the CFRP hole wall resulting from prejudicial metal chip evacu-
ation during the drilling of multi-material stacks. According to Hassan et al. [95], a large
difference in diameter between stacked materials would interrupt the assembly process and
increase the rate of panels scrapped due to non-compliance with customer specifications.

The accuracy of a drilled hole is commonly assessed using hole size and circularity
errors, which are two prominent indicators for evaluating the drilling performance of
aerospace assemblies. The deviation of the drilled-hole diameter from the expected hole
diameter, known as the nominal hole diameter, is referred to as hole size error. The hole
is oversized when the hole size error is positive, while it is qualified as undersized for
a negative hole size error. H9 diameter tolerance (+36 µm for a diameter range from
6 to 10 mm) is generally recommended for aeronautical structures since the rivet joint
performance is directly related to the amount of hole size error. Moreover, oversized or
undersized holes could require additional post-machining operations, which have a direct
impact on manufacturing costs [108]. Circularity is a geometrical tolerance that provides
information on hole shape and permits the evaluation of the deviation of the circular cross-
section of a drilled hole from a perfect circle. It is quantified by the calculation of circularity
error, also known as roundness error, which is defined as the radial difference between the
maximum inscribing circle and minimum circumscribing circle, as shown in Figure 3. As
explained by Ekici et al. [105], the waviness of the hole surface is experimentally determined
by taking the difference between the largest and smallest radius values measured by
touching the surface of the hole diameter at several points at equal angles.
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A burr is a geometrical defect inherent to metal drilling and can be observed as a raised
part present at the periphery of the drilled hole, especially in aluminum alloys, both at the
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entry and exit. The occurrence of burrs, which are generally larger at the exit of the hole than
at the entry, can be attributed to the plastic deformation of the uncut material during the
drilling process. Moreover, burr formation is the result of a combination of larger forces and
less resistance in the workpiece material with plastic deformation fracture [111]. Both high
localized temperature and thrust force are directly involved in this plastic deformation [91].
As depicted in Figure 4, two types of burrs, namely, uniform and crown, can be identified at
the exit of a drilled aluminum plate, depending on workpiece material properties, drilling
parameters and cutting forces [109,112]. As explained by Costa et al. [113], entrance hole
burrs are formed by the plastic flow of the material, while exit hole burrs are caused by
the conformation of the material induced by high compression rates in the center of the
hole. The mechanism of exit burr formation in the drilling process is illustrated in Figure 5.
Uniform burrs are first initiated at the hole center, where high rates of compression stress
are exerted on the material by the chisel edge of the cutting tool, which results in the first
fracture. Then, the advancement of the drill bit leads to a second break occurring at the hole
periphery when the plastic deformation spreads out from the hole center to the tool edges.
Uniform burrs are characterized by small size and uniform height, while crown burrs are
large-sized around the exit hole and irregular in shape. In the case of multi-material stacks,
burr formation in the metal part represents another issue affecting the drilled-hole quality,
which consequently degrades the assembly tolerance and increases component rejection [3].
Furthermore, deburring operations can also account for a considerable amount of the total
production cost, up to 30% [114,115]. Therefore, a reduction in the burr height and width
induced by the drilling process is required in order to obtain better hole quality, reduce
difficulties during fastener positioning and riveting, and lower manufacturing costs.
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In the scientific literature, the assessment of the metal burr height resulting from
the drilling of multilayer fiber-reinforced polymer composites and aluminum stacks is
essentially performed out-of-process using various optical systems, such as a micro-
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scope [95,109,112,117,118] or interferometer [88]. Some authors [119,120] have also sug-
gested using in-process evaluation using acoustic emission measurement technology to
monitor burr formation.

2.5. Drilling Forces

Drilling forces are among the most outstanding indicators for investigating the machin-
ability of laminated composites and hybrid composite stacks since the quality of the drilled
holes, particularly the occurrence of delamination, is directly affected by these param-
eters [3,45]. Moreover, they offer benefits that can be monitored instantaneously and
continuously during the drilling process and thus control the cutting tool life online and
help reduce drilling-induced delamination in order to improve the drilling performance
of aerospace assemblies. The cutting forces induced by the drilling process are commonly
divided into two main components, i.e., thrust force and torque. Thrust force, denoted
by Fz, corresponds to the resulting force acting perpendicularly to the workpiece surface,
i.e., in the feed direction of the drill bit, required to maintain the cutting tool in the work-
piece during its movement in the feed direction. It reflects the tribological behavior of the
tool–chip interaction [3]. As suggested by López de Lacalle et al. [121], Fz can be seen as the
consequence of the effects of both the indentation of the chisel edge with the material and
the cut of the main edges. Therefore, it is possible to decompose Fz into two components,
as illustrated in Figure 6. Torque, denoted by Mz, reflects the level of force required to
rotate the drill bit during the drilling process. It reflects the tribological behavior of the
tool–drilled surface interaction [3]. The forces generated in the other axes’ directions are
negligible since they are much lower compared to Fz and Mz.
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Figure 7 shows the typical drilling force signal, plotted as a function of cutting time,
observed by Pardo et al. [123] during a single-shot drilling operation of a CFRP/Al stack.
In this study, a 10.5 mm thick CFRP comprising 40 unidirectional carbon cured plies
enclosed within two M21/1080 glass cured plies was stacked with 10 mm thick aluminum
A7010-T651 and drilled with an uncoated tungsten carbide twist drill in dry conditions.
Previous studies on single-shot dry drilling of CFRP/Al stacks [7,83,88,93,124,125] with
other CFRP and aluminum layer characteristics exhibited the same specific thrust force
profile, with values recorded during the drilling of the composite material ranging from
two to three times lower than those recorded during the drilling of aluminum alloys. Three
main regions, corresponding to the multilayer composite, interface and aluminum alloy
drilling zones, are commonly identified in the drilling force signature. In detail, up to
seven successive intermediate zones can also be defined. At the beginning of the drilling
operation, bringing the tool tip into contact with the top CFRP layer causes an increase in
both thrust force and torque components, which are gradually accentuated until the full
engagement of the cutting edges with the composite material. As long as the cutting tool
is fully engaged through the CFRP part, the amount of cutting forces achieved remains
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relatively constant. As proposed by Bonnet et al. [126], the oscillations observed during
this period in the drilling force signal, which are more significant for thrust force than
torque, can be explained by the alternating fiber orientation. When the chisel edges leave
the multilayer composite sheet and begin to penetrate the aluminum plate underneath, a
sudden jump in both thrust force and, to a lesser extent, torque is observed. The cutting
lips of the drill bit then gradually cut into the aluminum part, and the thrust force thus
increases continuously with the advancement of the drilling tool until its maximum value is
reached at the end of this drilling region. In addition, it can be noted that both thrust force
and torque components are found to be significantly higher when drilling the aluminum
layer than the CFRP layer due to differences in properties between these two materials.
As previously observed in the CFRP drilling zone, the drilling force signal also fluctuates,
which can be explained by the variable chip separation mode at the CFRP/Al interface
and by the occurrence of chip clogging, which becomes more likely as the tool penetrates
deeper into the multi-material stack [123]. Finally, the emergence of chisel edges from the
aluminum layer results in a sharp drop in the cutting forces to zero, when the cutting part
of the drill bit completely exits the lower part of the hybrid composite stack.
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stack [123].

In addition, several recent studies on the drilling of co-cured materials [106,110,127]
and FML composites [78,128,129] exhibit a similar thrust force profile to the one observed
during the drilling of CFRP/Al stacks, as depicted in Figure 8. As explained previously,
thrust force evolution can be related to the variation in the tool–work interaction process,
with the same underlying mechanisms. The thrust force achieved when drilling CFRP
panels (up and down) is lower than the thrust force generated while drilling the aluminum
layer. Furthermore, the drilling of the lower CFRP plate results in a higher thrust force
compared to the magnitude of the thrust force observed during the drilling of the upper
CFRP plate. This can be attributed to the accumulation and entanglement of aluminum
chips around the drill bit as the tool advances through the layers, resulting in more rubbing
of the drill against the material during the drilling of the lower CFRP layer.
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Cutting forces can be measured using a dynamometer or a cutting force sensor
or by obtaining cutting force values based on various machining factors, such as
tool deflection or vibration [130]. However, during the drilling of multilayer fiber-
reinforced polymer composites and aluminum stacks, the thrust force and torque
components are typically monitored using a piezoelectric Kistler® dynamometer
connected to a charge amplifier for converting the resulting charge signals to volt-
age [7,8,49,77,83,87,92,93,95,97,98,102,103,106,109,110,112,125,127,128,131–137].

2.6. Drilling Temperatures

The improvement of the drilled-hole quality of hybrid composite stacks and FML
composites can be ensured thanks to a better understanding of the physical mechanisms
involved in one-shot drilling operations. Thus, online parameters, particularly drilling
temperatures, need to be monitored to observe their effect on the drilling performance of
aerospace assemblies. The investigation of drilling temperatures is even more noticeable,
as the drilling of multi-material stacks is usually carried out in dry conditions since the
use of cutting fluids is uneconomical and environmentally unfriendly due to the heavy
pollution of the CFRP’s powdery chips [77].
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Wang et al. [87] were the first to provide the evolution of drilling temperatures, plot-
ted as a function of drilling depth, measured during a single-shot drilling operation of a
CFRP/Al stack. In this study, an 8.74 mm thick T800-X850 CFRP comprising 46 unidirec-
tional plies laid up in different fiber directions was stacked with 6 mm thick aluminum
AA7075-T651 and drilled in dry conditions using a diamond-coated cemented carbide drill,
similar to a twist drill but with double point angles at the drill tip. An analogous thermal
signature was also found by Dang et al. [137] during the drilling of a co-cured specimen
composed of 10 mm thick aluminum AA7050 between two 5 mm thick M30/AG80 CFRPs.
The experiments were performed with a TiAlN-coated cemented carbide tool with a point
angle of 140◦ and a helix angle of 30◦ in dry conditions. As explained previously, cutting
forces sharply increase when the chisel edges of the cutting tool start to penetrate the upper
CFRP layer. When the chisel edges are fully engaged in the composite material, the cutting
forces reach a threshold, which remains constant until the tool tip begins to penetrate
the lower aluminum plate. Wang et al. [87] found that this first step of the drilling of a
CFRP/Al stack causes a sharp increase in temperature until a maximum value is achieved
near the end of the drilling of the CFRP part. This thermal behavior can be attributed to the
abrasive nature of carbon fibers and tool wear, which generate large amounts of cutting
heat and friction heat during the drilling of CFRPs. When both CFRP and aluminum layers
are drilled simultaneously, a sharp rise in thrust force is associated with a sudden fall in
temperature, which gradually evolves during the entire drilling process of the aluminum
part. This specific evolution of thermal behavior can be attributed to differences in the
thermal conductivity properties of the two drilled materials. Indeed, aluminum alloys
are known for their high thermal conductivity, which can easily evacuate the excessive
temperature built up during the drilling of the top CFRP layer. The authors explained
that the chosen cutting parameters induce the generation of long and flexible metal chips,
which accumulate and tangle around the drill bit. Therefore, the friction heat generated
by the scraping of aluminum chips on the hole wall surface results in an increase in the
drilling temperature. Wang et al. [87] also showed that the increase in feed rate generated
fragmented metal chips, and thus, no rise in temperature was observed when the tool tip
reached the hole exit of the lower aluminum layer. Finally, the emergence of the chisel edges
from the aluminum layer at the end of the drilling process results in a gradual decrease
in the drilling temperature at ambient air temperature. However, as shown in Figure 9,
Sato et al. [138] observed a different evolution of the cutting temperature during the drilling
of a multi-material stack composed of 5 mm thick CFRP comprising 20 cross-plies and
5 mm thick aluminum AA5056 with a multicoated (TiN-AlN) twist drill with a point angle
of 140◦, while the thrust force evolution is in keeping with the well-known results of the
literature discussed previously in the Section “Drilling forces”. The spindle speed chosen
in this study is 900 rpm, lower than that used by Wang et al. [89] in their experiments
(i.e., 2000 rpm). Moreover, Sato et al. [138] carried out multi-material stack drilling with
a feed rate of 0.01 mm/rev, while Wang et al. [87] chose a value of 0.02 mm/rev for this
cutting parameter. In these conditions, more cutting heat is generated since a smaller feed
rate results in more abrasive friction during the drilling of the CFRP layer and generates
more long and non-fragmented metal chips, which are very difficult to evacuate.

Among the existing techniques usually chosen for monitoring the cutting temperatures
during machining CFRP [139–142], metal alloys [143–145] and CFRP/Ti [138,142–144,146–153],
thermographic and thermocouple methods are the ones commonly preferred for measuring
cutting temperatures during the drilling of CFRP/Al stacks [87,93,106,109,110,137,138,154]
and FML composites [102,128,155].
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2.7. Tool Wear

Tool wear is commonly considered one of the critical issues that may significantly
affect drilled-hole quality, manufacturing costs and the efficiency of the drilling process of
multi-material stacks, particularly CFRP/Al stacks and FML composites. Therefore, it is
essential to monitor this factor in order to identify the main wear mechanisms occurring
during drilling operations, which are responsible for the deterioration of tool life and
can lead to catastrophic tool failure. As illustrated in Figure 10, various types of wear
can be observed on the cutting tool after drilling both composites and metal materials.
Flank wear and, to a lesser extent, crater wear are the generally used main mechanisms
of tool wear. Flank wear results from the friction of the tool flank on the drilled-hole wall
surface, while the friction of the chip on the tool rake face generates crater wear. More
specifically, the most prominent wear mechanisms caused by the drilling of CFRPs are
abrasive wear, which is due to the abrasive nature of the carbon fibers, and tool edge
chipping [132,156,157]. On the contrary, adhesion wear, diffusion and built-up edge (BUE)
are the main wear mechanisms affecting cutting tools when drilling aluminum alloys [7].
BUE is an irregular and unstable structure formed by the successive deposition of material
on the tool–chip interface [158]. This tool wear occurs on the tool rake face at low cutting
speeds (less than 25 m/min) and acts as a new cutting edge, while chemical action diffusion
is favored in severe cutting conditions (greater than 300 m/min) since the temperature
becomes higher [159,160]. Furthermore, the wear mechanisms occurring in CFRP/Al stack
drilling appear to be a combination of interrelated wear phenomena specific to the drilling
of each material separately, i.e., abrasive wear and adhesion wear [3].
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In practice, tool wear phenomena are analyzed by the Scanning Electron Microscopy
(SEM) analysis of cutting tools after drilling. Zitoune et al. [7,90] studied tool wear mecha-
nisms caused by the dry drilling of multi-material stacks with uncoated and nano-coated
tungsten carbide drill bits. Experiments were performed on a multi-material stack com-
posed of 4.2 mm thick T700-M21 CFRP (16 plies) and 3 mm thick aluminum AA2024.
Regardless of the drill bit (i.e., uncoated or coated), the presence of a layer of aluminum
was observed on the cutting edges (BUE), the rake face and the tool flutes (BUL). More-
over, the aluminum–cutting edge interface can be exclusively attributed to mechanical
adhesion since no diffusion or oxidation was observed by the authors. Therefore, it can
be concluded that the use of coatings did not prevent adhesion wear on the cutting edges.
Fernández-Vidal et al. [124] also found that adhesion wear predominated over abrasion
of the uncoated cemented carbide twist drill, with a double-angle tip (140◦–118◦) used for
drilling a multi-material stack composed of 4.5 mm thick M21/T800S-24K CFRP comprising
16 plies and 4.86 mm thick aluminum AA7075-T6. Montoya et al. [49] also investigated the
wear mechanisms of coated and uncoated tungsten carbide drills with a 124◦ point angle
and 30◦ helix angle when drilling multi-material stacks composed of 7 mm thick CFRP
and 14 mm thick AA7010. Contrary to Zitoune et al. [90] and Fernández-Vidal et al. [124],
Montoya et al. [49] found mostly signs of abrasion wear on the drill cutting edges, although
some adhesions of aluminum were also present on the tool rake face. This difference in
wear phenomena observed in these two distinct studies can be attributed to the use of lower
cutting speeds in the investigation performed by Montoya et al. [49]. Indeed, according to
List et al. [159], adhesion is favored when machining soft materials such as aluminum at
low cutting speeds.

Flank wear assessment is quantified by the value of its width, denoted by VB. This
length located between the current cutting edge and the last point worn on the flank face is
generally measured using a toolmaker microscope coupled with a digital camera, especially
for CFRP/Al stack drilling [49,88,103,123,125]. However, when a combination of flank wear
and edge rounding occurs, local wear quantity LWQ, obtained by comparing the current
profile of the cutting edge to that of the unworn tool, was proven to be a more appropriate
parameter for describing tool wear [49,162].

2.8. Chip Formation

The investigation of chip morphology constitutes a supplementary step for a better
understanding of the hole quality, tool wear or cutting forces induced by the drilling of
hybrid composite stacks and FML composites. Chip removal issues can be considered
among the main challenges in the drilling of CFRP/Al stacks since they affect the drilled-
hole wall surface. Indeed, the generation of non-fragmented chips in the aluminum part
involves the rolling up of these chips around the drill bit, which can undermine the
geometrical and dimensional characteristics of the composite hole when this material
is positioned above the aluminum layer when drilling CFRP/Al stacks. The size and
shape of chips are impacted by the cutting parameters and cutting tool during the single-
shot drilling process. Unfortunately, cutting conditions are quite different between the
composite and metal in terms of chip formation during the single-shot drilling process [95].
The formation of fragmented metal chips is required to facilitate their evacuation and
thus avoid the deterioration of the drilled-hole surface roughness, while the generation of
continuous chips is desirable in the drilling of composite materials since powder-like chips
abrade the surface quality [163]. However, such composite chips are difficult to generate
because multilayer fiber-reinforced polymer composites are composed of layers that create
dust-type chips [164]. Moreover, polymer composite chips are continuous at low feeds,
corresponding to cutting conditions that also generate long and non-fragmented chips
when drilling the aluminum part [165].

In the scientific literature, several researchers have observed chip morphologies for
CFRP/aluminum stacks [77,90,92,95,98,134,166] or FML composites [102,128] using an opti-
cal microscope. Zitoune et al. performed dry, single-shot drilling tests with uncoated [90,92]
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and nano-coated [90] tungsten carbide drill bits in sandwich plates composed of 4.25 mm
thick T700-M21 CFRP (16 plies) stacked with 3 mm thick aluminum AA2024. They found
that, regardless of the used type of drill, the shape and size of the chip in the drilling of
aluminum were clearly impacted by the choice of feed rate, while the choice of cutting
parameters showed no influence on the chip morphology in the drilling of CFRP. According
to the previous work of Kim and Ramulu [165], Zitoune et al. [90,92] found that aluminum
chips, which were long and continuous at a low feed rate (0.05 mm/rev), became frag-
mented when increasing the feed rate (0.15 mm/rev). El Bouami et al. [134,166] showed
that the drill geometry design affected aluminum chip formation when drilling CFRP/Al
stacks. In particular, the use of a step twist drill resulted in small chips in the first step and
long chips in the second one, which the authors attributed to the fact that the secondary
step of the tool acted as a reaming tool. Hassan et al. [77,95,98] conducted several stud-
ies on the single-shot dry drilling of a multi-material stack composed of 3.587 mm thick
CFRP—26 plies of unidirectional carbon fiber and 2 plies of glass fiber, which were placed
at the top and bottom of the laminate—and 3.317 mm thick aluminum AA7075-T6. Drilling
tests were carried out by using an advanced electronic pneumatic drilling unit [95] or a
high-speed CNC milling machine [77,98] with uncoated customized tungsten drill bits with
various values of point angle, helix angle, primary clearance angle and chisel edge angle.
Contrary to Zitoune et al. [90], they found that the carbon dust characteristics differed de-
pending on the tool geometry parameters and feed rate, as depicted in Figure 11. Moreover,
regardless of the tool geometry and cutting parameters, the aluminum chips produced
during multi-material stack drilling were long and continuous, as shown in Figure 12. This
is consistent with the results of Zitoune et al. [90] since fragmented aluminum chips were
only observed from a feed rate of 0.15 mm/rev, whereas Hassan et al. [95,98] performed
their drill tests with feed rates lower than 0.1 mm/rev.
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Sridhar et al. [128] and Bolar et al. [102] observed the same tendencies concerning the
evolution of the aluminum chip morphology with the feed rate when drilling CARALL
FML, composed of carbon fiber prepreg and AA2024 aluminum layers stacked alternately,
using a 6.8 mm diameter solid carbide two-fluted drill with a 140◦ point angle. However,
spindle speed was also found to influence the chip breakability, although its impact was
considerably lower than that of the feed rate.
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3. Optimization of Strategies for High-Performance Drilling of Multi-Material Stacks

High-performance drilling of multi-material stacks is a challenging task in the modern
aviation industry, since alternative criteria of drilled-hole quality are expected for each
stacked constituent. Hole defects induced by the drilling of CFRP/Al stacks and FML
composites include delamination, fiber breakage and hole wall damage due to metal
chip transport through the FRP layer, exit burrs in the aluminum layer and hole size
and geometrical errors in both constituents. Therefore, the suppression of exit burrs
and minimum drilled-hole wall surface roughness are commonly required to achieve
satisfactory hole quality for the aluminum layer, whereas drilling-induced delamination
elimination and control of hole size and geometrical accuracy represent the preferred
criteria for high drilled-hole quality in the composite layer. Various approaches based on
an appropriate selection of cutting parameters, cutting tool and cutting environment are
suggested in the scientific literature in order to improve the single-shot drilling operation
for multilayer fiber-reinforced polymer composites and aluminum stacks and to meet
the stringent requirements of the aerospace industry for drilled-hole quality. Hence, the
following sections provide an extensive review of the most recent investigations and
developments of high-performance drilling of FRP/Al stacks and FML composites, focusing
on the influence of the cutting parameters, cutting tool and cutting environment on drilled-
hole quality.

3.1. Selection of Cutting Parameters

In a drilling process, cutting parameters include spindle speed and feed rate. Spindle
speed, which is denoted by N and expressed in revolutions per minute (rpm), represents
the rotational speed of the drill bit. It is related to cutting speed Vc (in m/min), defined
as the relative velocity between the surface of the workpiece and the cutting tool. Feed
rate, which is denoted by f and expressed in mm/rev, is the distance traveled during one
complete revolution of the drill bit. The linear travel rate (in mm/min) of the cutting tool
can be calculated by multiplying f by N. Cutting parameters are commonly considered
prominent parameters in the drilling of hybrid composite stacks since they directly im-
pact delamination, hole surface roughness, dimensional accuracy, burr formation, drilling
forces, thermal aspects, tool wear and chip formation and thus determine the drilling
performance of aerospace assemblies. Over the last decade, much research on the influ-
ence of drilling parameters on the overall drilling performance have been carried out on
various stacking sequences, such as CFRP/Al [7,83,87,88,90,95,97,103,109,125,134,166–168],
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CFRP/Al/CFRP [8,117,137], Ti/CFRP/Al [12], CFRP/GFRP/Al [97], Al/GFRP/Al [106,112]
and FML [78,99,102,105,128,129,169–171].

Zitoune et al. [7] studied the influence of spindle speed (1050, 2020 and 2750 rpm) and
feed rate (0.05, 0.10 and 0.15 mm/rev) on cutting forces (thrust force and torque compo-
nents), hole surface roughness and chip morphology when drilling T700-M21/AA2024
stacks (4.2/3.0 mm thick) with 4, 6 and 8 mm diameter uncoated tungsten carbide drill
bits. They noted that the magnitude of cutting forces during the drilling of the aluminum
constituent compared to the CFRP constituent was affected by the feed rate, varying from
double at a low feed rate (0.05 mm/rev) to triple at a higher feed rate (0.1 and 0.15 mm/rev).
Moreover, variation in the feed rate significantly influenced cutting forces, metal chip
morphology and drilled-hole wall roughness, while the choice of spindle speed showed a
negligible effect. Therefore, a feed rate lower than 0.1 mm/rev seemed suitable to generate
small fragmented aluminum chips, which limited the deterioration of the drilled-hole
surface roughness in the CFRP layer. Indeed, rougher surface finishes (Ra ~ 6–8 µm) were
found at a high feed rate compared to those at a lower feed rate (Ra ~ 2–4 µm). Then, Krish-
naraj et al. [167] investigated the influence of spindle speed, feed rate and drill diameter—
and their interactions—on the overall performance when drilling T700-M21/AA2024 stacks
(4.2/3.0 mm thick) under the same conditions as previously reported [7]. The analysis of
variance (ANOVA) confirmed that the feed rate and drill diameter had a more dominant
effect on cutting forces and on the surface roughness of each constituent of the CFRP/Al
stack than spindle speed. In [7,167], the hole diameter on CFRP was found to be 10 µm
less than the nominal diameter of the drill, and the authors of these studies attributed this
phenomenon to the cutting edge radius of the cutting tool and the relaxation of elastic
stresses during the drilling process. Moreover, they found that circularity error worsened
with the increase in feed rate, varying from 6 µm at 0.05 mm/rev to 25 µm at 0.15µm.
Zitoune et al. [90] further reported the effect of cutting parameters on the drilling perfor-
mance by completing the previous study [7] through a comparison with the results of
experiments carried out on the same multi-material stack with a nano-coated tungsten
carbide drill bit. From this experimental study, the selection of a nano-coated tool with
a spindle speed of 2020 rpm and a feed rate of 0.1 mm/rev was found to produce frag-
mented chips, reduce thrust forces in each constituent of the CFRP/Al stack, significantly
enhance the surface roughness and thus improve the drilling performance compared to
uncoated drills. Similarly, Wang et al. [87] considered the influence of spindle speed (1000,
2000 and 3000 rpm) and feed rate (0.02, 0.04, 0.06 and 0.08 mm/rev) on thrust force, drilling
temperature, hole diameter and surface roughness when drilling T800-X850/AA7075-T651
stacks (8.74/6.00 mm thick) with a 9.53 mm diameter diamond-coated cemented carbide
double cone drill bit (first point angle: 130◦; second point angle: 60◦) in dry conditions.
In accordance with the study of Zitoune et al. [7], they also found that the thrust force
recorded during the drilling of the aluminum constituent was about two times higher
compared to that recorded during the drilling of the CFRP constituent. In addition, the
thrust force in each constituent of the CFRP/Al stack was almost proportional to the feed
rate, whereas spindle speed had no significant effect. The surface roughness of the CFRP
hole wall was found to increase slowly with increasing feed rate. Although the drilling
experiments performed by Zitoune et al. [7] showed that variation in the feed rate signif-
icantly influenced drilled-hole wall roughness, it is important to note that this tendency
was not observed for the same range of feed rates (from 0.05 to 0.15 mm/rev). Moreover,
the values of surface roughness Ra found by Wang et al. [87], which varied from 2 to 3 µm
at the chosen range of feed rates (from 0.02 to 0.08 mm/rev), are consistent with the results
(Ra ~ 2–4 µm) found by Zitoune et al. [7] for feed rate values of 0.05 and 0.1 mm/rev.
Wang et al. [87] also investigated the influence of drilling parameters on the diameter
difference. They reported that the hole diameter of each constituent of CFRP/Al increased
with the feed rate. Moreover, the Al hole was always smaller than the CFRP hole, and
smaller diameter tolerance between CFRP and Al holes could be achieved at higher spindle
speed. The measurement of drilling temperature during the drilling of CFRP/Al stacks
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showed that a lower maximum drilling temperature could be achieved with lower spindle
speed and a larger feed rate. Indeed, it was found that the drilling temperature increased
with the increase in spindle speed or the decrease in feed rate due to the improvement of
the abrasive wear of the cutting tool and the extension of the drilling time in these ma-
chining conditions. Similar results were found by Dang et al. [137] when drilling co-cured
M30-AG80/AA7050 with various cutting speeds (30, 60, 90 and 120 m/min) and feed
rates (0.01, 0.02 and 0.03 mm/rev) using a 6 mm diameter TiAlN-coated cemented carbide
twist drill bit with a 140◦ point angle and a 30◦ helix angle. Zhang et al. [88] examined the
impact of higher spindle speeds (2700, 3500, 4300, 5100 and 5900 rpm) and feed rates (0.03,
0.04, 0.05, 0.06 and 0.07 mm/rev) on the cutting forces and hole diameter when drilling
CCF300/AA7075-T7 stacks (3.07/3.10 mm thick) with two different geometries of a 5 mm
diameter diamond-coated cemented carbide twist drill bit in dry conditions. They found
that variation in spindle speed had no further effect on cutting forces, regardless of tool
geometry, whereas they increased when varying the feed rate, which is consistent with the
aforementioned results at spindle speeds lower than 3000 rpm. In contrast, the diameter of
the drilled hole in the CFRP layer became larger when increasing spindle speed, more sig-
nificantly with a conventional twist drill, whereas the feed rate had little effect, regardless
of the cutting tool used. Hassan et al. [95] studied the influence of spindle speed (1500 and
2600 rpm) and feed rate (0.05 and 0.10 mm/rev) on hole diameter, hole surface roughness
and aluminum burr height when drilling CFRP/AA7075-T7 stacks (3.587/3.317 mm thick)
using 4.826 mm diameter uncoated tungsten carbide twist drill bits with various geometry
parameters (point angle, helix angle, chisel edge angle and primary clearance angle) in
dry conditions. They noted that all of these outputs were impacted by variations in both
spindle speed and feed rate, except for the diameter difference between CFRP and Al holes,
which was not much affected by the chosen feed rate. Indeed, a decrease in both spindle
speed and feed rate resulted in smoother CFRP hole roughness but higher metal burr
height at the exit hole. Moreover, hole diameter difference was improved when drilling at
lower spindle speed. As burr height is related to the engagement time of tool–workpiece
interaction, it is preferable to minimize this time by increasing drilling parameters in order
to reduce the heat generated at the drill bit during the drilling process and thus produce
smaller burrs. From this study, Hassan et al. [95] concluded that the best hole quality of
CFRP/Al stacks, characterized by the achievement of the minimum difference in diameter,
the minimum hole surface roughness and the minimum burr height formation, could be
achieved with a spindle speed of 2600 rpm and a feed rate of 0.1 mm/rev using a drill bit
with the optimal combination of a helix angle of 15◦, primary clearance angle of 8◦, point
angle of 130◦ and chisel edge angle of 30◦. Banon et al. [96] carried out ANOVA analysis
and response surface methodology (RSM) in order to identify the influence of cutting speed
(85, 115 and 145 m/min) and feed speed (200, 250 and 300 mm/min) on the hole diameter
and hole surface roughness when drilling CFRP/AA2024 stacks (2/8 mm thick) with a
7.92 mm diameter uncoated carbide double cone drill bit (first point angle: 140◦; second
point angle: 118◦) in dry conditions. The lowest value of Ra in the CFRP layer was obtained
by combining a lower cutting speed and lower feed speed, which is consistent with the
conclusions of Hassan et al. [95]. Moreover, it was found that drilling parameters did not
influence the diameter deviations obtained by the ANOVA analysis, which the authors
attributed to their randomness as a consequence of secondary adhesion wear. Bayraktar
and Turgut [168] also performed ANOVA and RSM in order to identify the impact of
cutting speed (100, 125 and 150 m/min), feed rate (0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 mm/rev) and point angle
(90, 118 and 135◦) on delamination occurrence in the hole entrance and exit when drilling
CFRP/AA6013-T651 stacks using 8 mm diameter uncoated and TiN- and TiAlN-coated
HSS drills with a 30◦ helix angle. The most effective parameters on the hole entrance
and exit delamination of the CFRP constituent were determined, respectively, as the feed
rate, followed by the drill point angle and cutting speed. A reduction in delamination
extent was observed when increasing the cutting speed or decreasing the feed rate when
drilling multi-material stacks with uncoated tools. The rise in drilling temperature based
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on cutting speed involves softening of the matrix phase of CFRP and thus facilitates the
cutting process, whereas chip formation resistance increases with the feed rate. Therefore,
the statistical analysis showed that the highest cutting speed combined with the lowest
feed rate was considered the optimal set of cutting parameters in terms of the delamina-
tion factor for uncoated drills with the lowest angle point. The influence of high cutting
speeds (59, 119 and 178 m/min), which are comparable to the spindle speeds used by
Zhang et al. [88], and feed speeds (9, 15 and 21 mm/min) on thrust force and hole quality
was investigated by Mahdi et al. [83] when drilling AS4-M26T/AA2198 stacks (4.6/3.0 mm
thick) using a 6.3 mm diameter uncoated carbide twist drill bit with a 120◦ point angle
and 30◦ helix angle in dry conditions. Hole damage was estimated using the delamination
factor Fd and macroscopic observations of the interior and exterior of drilled holes in both
CFRP and aluminum constituents. Regardless of the cutting parameters, exit delamination
was always higher than entry delamination of the CFRP layer. The delamination factor rose
when increasing feed speed, whereas cutting speed had a negligible effect on the value
of Fd. In addition, macroscopic observations of the hole showed that the occurrence of
drilling defects, such as uncut fibers, chipping and spalling in the CFRP layer, were mainly
influenced by cutting speed. Contrary to other studies cited above [7,87,89,167], cutting
speed was found to be the most prominent factor influencing thrust force compared to feed
speed. These results can be attributed to the choice of very low feed speeds (corresponding
to feed rates from 0.001 to 0.002 mm/rev) in comparison with the range of feed rates
commonly found in the scientific literature. Moreover, the use of higher cutting speeds
implies an increase in cutting edge temperature during the process, which reduces the
cutting resistance of aluminum and CFRP and thus results in a decrease in thrust force on
both materials.

Research on FML drilling has been scarce over the last decade. The main purpose of these
studies, dedicated to glass laminate aluminum-reinforced epoxy (GLARE) [78,99,129,169,171]
and carbon-reinforced aluminum laminate (CARALL) [102,105,128,170], is to identify
the best process parameters in order to meet the industrial requirements concerning the
drilled-hole quality of these specific composite materials. In particular, several authors
considered the influence of cutting parameters on thrust force [78,102,128,129,169–171],
roughness [78,102,128,129,170], dimensional error [99,102,105,128,129,169], burr forma-
tion [99,102,128,169,171] and delamination [99,105,169,170].

Pawar et al. [169] addressed the understanding of cutting mechanisms during the
drilling of GLARE by investigating the effect of high spindle speeds (4500, 600 and
7500 rpm) and feed rates (0.15, 0.225 and 0.3 mm/rev) on cutting forces, delamination and
hole size variations. Drilling experiments were performed on two grades of alternating thin
layers of aluminum and GFRP composites, namely, GLARE 5 and GLARE 6, using 6.35 mm
diameter uncoated solid carbide twist drill bits with a helix angle of 30◦, a point angle of
120◦ and four different drill point geometries (i.e., two-fluted, three-fluted, four-faceted
and eight-faceted drills). They reported that cutting forces increased with the feed rate,
regardless of the drill point geometry. In contrast, the variation in cutting forces was found
to be relatively low regardless of the variation in spindle speed. In particular, cutting forces
decreased at spindle speeds higher than 6000 rpm. This phenomenon can be attributed
to the softening of aluminum and the matrix caused by higher cutting temperatures. No
delamination was observed using two-fluted and four-faceted drills. For the two other drill
point geometries, the value of the delamination factor increased with the feed rate, while
its evolution showed a similar trend to that of cutting forces when spindle speed increased.
Moreover, the four drill point geometries produced slightly undersized holes because of
the relaxation of elastic stresses due to different elastic moduli and coefficients of thermal
expansion of drill and work materials. Giasin et al. [78] investigated the influence of spindle
speed (1000, 3000, 6000 and 9000 rpm) and feed speed (100, 300, 600 and 900 mm/min) on
cutting forces and surface roughness when drilling three different grades of GLARE panels,
namely, GLARE 2B 8/7-0.4 (5.113 mm total thickness), GLARE 2B 11/10-0.4 (7.130 mm total
thickness) and GLARE 3 8/7-0.4 (5.113 mm total thickness), using a 6 mm diameter coated
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carbide drill. They reported that feed speed and spindle speed had a significant impact
on cutting forces, which can be reduced by decreasing feed speed or increasing spindle
speed. In addition to this, an ANOVA analysis showed that the contribution of spindle
speed (~58%) was more important than that of feed speed (~35%) on cutting forces, while
the influence of their interaction was much lower (~6%). The cutting parameters also had
an influence on the average roughness Ra of the overall combination of aluminum sheets
and S2/FL94 layers. Indeed, the drilled-hole wall surface roughness became smoother
when decreasing spindle speed or feed speed. The ANOVA analysis showed that the
contributions of both cutting parameters were similar when drilling GLARE 2B, regardless
of the total thickness, while surface roughness was more impacted by spindle speed than
feed speed when drilling GLARE 3. Furthermore, fiber orientation in GLARE grades had an
influence on surface roughness, whereas its impact on cutting forces was negligible. Indeed,
the drilled-hole surface roughness of GLARE 2B (layers with the same fiber orientation)
was smoother than that of GLARE 3 (layers with different fiber orientations). Finally, the
authors recommended coupling low feed speed (100 mm/min) with low or moderate
spindle speed (1000–3000 rpm) in order to achieve minimum roughness, better surface
finish and good hole quality, whereas cutting forces could be minimized when drilling
with higher spindle speed (9000 rpm). Giasin and Ayvar-Soberanis [99] further studied
the contribution of cutting parameters to burr formation and hole size when drilling the
same grades of GLARE panels used in [78] with the same ranges of spindle speed and
feed speed. They reported that the height and thickness of burrs at both the entrance and
the exit of the hole increased with feed speed, while the impact of spindle speed on this
defect was dependent on feed speed. However, the ANOVA analysis allowed them to
identify spindle speed as the most influential parameter on burr formation, followed by
feed speed and the interaction between them. In addition, the authors suggested that fiber
orientation in GLARE grades had an influence on hole size since the reduction in hole size
in GLARE 3 (layers with different fiber orientations) at the bottom was greater than that
in GLARE 2B (layers with the same fiber orientation). Oversized holes were produced
at the top location, while undersized holes were measured at the bottom location. The
diameter of the hole at the bottom was reduced by increasing spindle speed, while the hole
size at the top became larger. The influence of a large range of spindle speeds (2000, 3000,
4000, 6000, 8000, 10,000, 12,000, 14,000, 16,000 and 18,000 rpm) and feed rates (0.02, 0.04,
0.08, 0.15, 0.18, 0.25 and 0.3 mm/rev) on the drilling performance of GLARE 2B 11/10-0.4
(7.130 mm total thickness) was analyzed by Bouhdiri et al. [129]. Drilling experiments were
performed using 6 mm diameter uncoated and coated (DLC- or diamond-coated) cemented
carbide twist drills. In accordance with most studies on the drilling of hybrid composite
stacks and FML composites, the authors pointed out that cutting forces increased with the
feed rate for all tools. In addition, increasing the feed rate did not affect the circularity of
the drilled holes, but the circularity error of the holes increased with increasing spindle
speed. Moreover, it revealed that spindle speed did not have the same impact on thrust
force and torque. Indeed, although spindle speed had an insignificant effect on thrust force,
the variation in torque differed depending on the range of spindle speeds. In detail, the
influence of spindle speed on torque was first negligible up to 4000 rpm. This result is
consistent with the results found in research articles with similar spindle speeds, and it
can be attributed to the temperature caused by drilling, which is not high enough to affect
the mechanical properties of the GLARE composite. When spindle speed increased to
14,000 rpm, torque decreased. Pawar et al. [169] observed the same phenomenon at spindle
speeds higher than 6000 rpm and assumed that this evolution could be attributed to the
softening of aluminum and the matrix caused by higher cutting temperatures. At spindle
speeds greater than 14,000 rpm, Bouhdiri et al. [129] reported that torque increased sharply,
which could be explained by the increased vibration of the cutting tool due to the dynamic
effects of the drilling process. Recently, Bonhin et al. [171] investigated the influence of
spindle speed (4000 and 8000 rpm) and feed rate (0.05, 0.10 and 0.15 mm/rev) parameters
on thrust force and burr height when drilling GLARE material (AA2024-T3/glass fiber-
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reinforced epoxy) using a 4.8 mm diameter TiAlN-coated twist drill with a point angle of
140◦ and a helix angle of 30◦. The ANOVA analysis of these results showed that the feed
rate was the main contributing factor (99.75%) affecting thrust force. The authors reported
that thrust force and burr thickness increased with the feed rate, regardless of spindle
speed. The feed rate contributed the most (63.14%), followed by spindle speed (27.59%), to
influencing burr thickness. In addition, it had a noticeable impact (21.33%) on burr height,
although its interaction with spindle speed was the largest contributing factor (75.76%).
According to the results of this study, burr formation could be minimized by drilling at a
low spindle speed and feed rate. Finally, the authors recommended the use of a spindle
speed of 4000 rpm with a feed rate of 0.05 mm/rev in order to minimize thrust force and
burr formation.

Very recently, Ekici et al. [170] examined the influence of cutting speed (65, 85 and
110 m/min) and feed rate (0.10, 0.14 and 0.20 mm/rev) on thrust force, surface roughness
and delamination and hole quality during the drilling of a CARALL composite composed
of four layers of CFRP and three layers of AA5754 (5 mm total thickness). Drilling experi-
ments were performed in dry conditions using 6 mm diameter uncoated and signum-coated
carbide twist drill bits with a helix angle of 30◦ and a point angle of 118◦. The ANOVA
analysis showed that the feed rate was the most effective drilling parameter, with a 93.87%
contribution ratio, which is comparable to that found by Bonhin et al. [171] for GLARE
material. No significant effect was found for cutting speed (0.73%). Surface roughness
was found to be controlled by the coating–cutting speed interaction, with a 66.504% con-
tribution ratio, followed by cutting speed (9.551%). Delamination seemed to be similarly
impacted by coating, cutting speed and the cutting speed–feed rate interaction (29.13,
24.61 and 21.52%, respectively). The authors used hybrid gray relational analysis–principal
component analysis (GRA-PCA) multi-objective optimization, and the optimal values of
cutting parameters were recommended as a cutting speed of 110 m/min and a feed rate
of 0.1 mm/rev to achieve the minimum thrust force, surface roughness and delamination
when drilling CARALL using an uncoated tool. Ekici et al. [105] further investigated the
effect of cutting parameters on hole size by completing the previous study [170] with a
comparison with results from experiments carried out on the same CARALL with a supple-
mentary nanofiber-coated carbide drill bit. They found that both entrance and exit hole
diameters achieved values closer to the nominal hole diameter when increasing the feed
rate, which is consistent with the conclusions of Soo et al. [125] for CFRP/Al stacks. In ad-
dition, exit drilled holes exhibited smaller diameters than those observed at the top surface
of CARALL material, as found by Giasin and Ayvar-Soberanis [99] for GLARE drilling.
Sridhar et al. [128] investigated the effect of spindle speed (1000, 2000, 3000 and 4000 rpm)
and feed rate (0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 mm/rev) on thrust force, drilling temperature, surface
roughness, hole diameter and burr size when drilling a CARALL composite composed of
seven layers of CFRP (0.2 mm thick by layer) and eight layers of AA2024 (0.5 mm thick
by layer). Drilling experiments were performed in dry conditions using 6.8 mm diameter
two-fluted solid carbide drill bits with a point angle of 140◦. The authors found that spindle
speed and feed rate had a significant impact on thrust force, drilling temperature, surface
roughness, hole diameter and burr size. In detail, the ANOVA analysis showed that the feed
rate, followed by spindle speed, significantly influenced thrust force, surface roughness
and burr size, while the cutting temperature and hole diameter were more impacted by
spindle speed than the feed rate. Thrust force can be reduced by increasing spindle speed,
inducing a rise in the machining temperature and material softening. Thrust force can
also be lessened by decreasing the feed rate. Consequently, the minimum thrust force was
measured at a spindle speed of 4000 rpm and a feed rate of 0.1 mm/rev. Surface roughness
was improved by increasing spindle speed due to reduced BUE formation tendency and
smaller chip size. Better roughness can also be achieved by increasing the feed rate because
chip evacuation is favored by the formation of very fragmented chips at higher feed rates.
Thus, the minimum roughness was achieved at a spindle speed of 4000 rpm and a feed rate
of 0.4 mm/rev. Uniform burrs without caps were observed at the periphery of the exit of
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the hole, regardless of the cutting parameters. Their height and width were found to be
greater with the increase in spindle speed or feed rate. Hence, the minimum burr size was
obtained at a spindle speed of 1000 rpm and a feed rate of 0.1 mm/rev. Finally, the authors
reported that oversized holes were produced with all of the chosen cutting parameters, and
the hole diameter drew near the nominal diameter when increasing spindle speed or feed
rate, which seems consistent with the results of Ekici et al. [105]. Moreover, higher spindle
speeds and feed rates were recommended to produce holes within H9 diameter tolerance.

3.2. Selection of Cutting Tool

In the single-shot drilling of CFRP/Al stacks and FML composites, tool geometry,
as well as tool material and tool coating, considerably alter the overall drilling perfor-
mance. Hence, the selection of the correct drill bit is just as important as the choice of
cutting parameters for drilling high-quality holes and prolonging tool life. However,
this remains a major challenge due to the difficulty in designing a cutting tool suit-
able for both constituents of hybrid composite stacks when they exhibit different wear
mechanisms. Additionally, it is necessary to find the best compromise between drilled-
hole quality, tool wear resistance and production costs, which can be achieved by using
coated tools [49,78,87,88,90,99,104,106,125,129,137,170] and/or special morphologies of
drills [48,88,92,94,117,125,134,166].

3.2.1. Tool Material and Coating Type

Various types of tool materials, including high-speed steel (HSS), cemented or tung-
sten (K10, K20, WC, WC-Co, etc.) carbides or polycrystalline diamond (PCD), may be
chosen depending on the drilled material. As explained in detail by Aamir et al. [13,172],
the recommended tool materials for drilling composites and aluminum alloys are
cemented and tungsten carbides because of their extreme hardness, toughness and
wear resistance compared to HSS, even at high temperatures. Therefore, the major-
ity of experimental investigations and studies regarding CFRP/Al stacks and FML
composites in the literature were performed using cemented or tungsten carbide
tools [7,49,78,83,87,88,90,92,94–96,99–101,104,105,117,125,128,128,134,137,166,167,169–171].
Furthermore, the deposition of a coating layer, which can be performed using physical
vapor deposition (PVD) or chemical vapor deposition (CVD) techniques, has proven to be
an accepted solution for the improvement of the drilling performance of carbide drills by
enhancing their wear resistance and thus extending their life. Over the last decade, several
studies have focused on the effect of coatings, including AlTiN/TiAlN [99,104,105,137],
TiN [99,105], diamond [87,89,125,129] and diamond-like carbon (DLC) [104,129] coatings,
on the overall performance when drilling CFRP/Al stacks and FML composites.

Zitoune et al. [90] investigated the effect of nanocomposite coating-type nanocrystalline-
CrAlN/amorphous-Si3N4 (2.32 µm thick) on thrust force, surface roughness, chip shape
and tool wear when drilling T700-M21/AA2024 stacks (4.2/3.0 mm thick) at various
spindle speeds (1050, 2020 and 2750 rpm) and feed rates (0.05, 0.10 and 0.15 mm/rev) using
two variants (uncoated and coated) of 6 mm diameter tungsten carbide drill bits with a
132◦ point angle. The authors found that the use of nano-coated drills induced a reduction
in thrust force, with a more substantial reduction for the aluminum layer (47%) than for the
CFRP layer (20–25%), compared to the results recorded when drilling with an uncoated tool
under the same cutting conditions. This tendency was attributed to the reduction in friction
due to cutting tool–workpiece and chip–flute interactions. Moreover, the use of nano-coated
tools enabled a smoother hole wall surface roughness in the CFRP layer to be produced,
corresponding to a decrease of 40% compared to the roughness obtained with the uncoated
tool, although it was also observed that the coating did not prevent BUE of aluminum
on the cutting edges. Montoya et al. [49] studied the performance of three different types
of tool coatings (diamond, TiAlCrN and AlTiSiN-G) when drilling CFRP/AA7010-T7451
stacks (7/14 mm thick) using 6 mm diameter tungsten carbide drills with a 124◦ point angle
and a 30◦ helix angle. Drilling tests were performed in dry conditions at a spindle speed
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of 3000 rpm and a feed rate of 0.04 mm/rev, and the evolutions of flank wear, thrust force
and hole diameter with the number of drilled holes were compared with experimental
results obtained using an uncoated twist drill using the same geometry. They found
that TiAlCrN and AlTiSiN-G coatings were inefficient in terms of tool wear prevention,
since these coatings suffered delamination starting from the 5th hole and were completely
removed from the flank and rake faces after drilling 75 holes. Consequently, the thrust
forces generated by these coated tools in both CFRP and Al layers were similar to those
measured when drilling the multi-material stack using the uncoated tool, regardless of
the number of drilled holes. In contrast, a diamond-coated drill showed the lowest flank
wear (about 120 µm) after 250 holes, which was reduced by half compared to that observed
with the uncoated tool. The thrust forces generated with this drill bit were found to be
significantly reduced (CFRP: 65%; Al: 35%) compared to those obtained with the uncoated
tool after a few holes. The contribution of diamond coating to the delay of tool wear
showed the best surface roughness (about 0.2 µm Ra in Al and 1.2 µm Ra in CFRP) after
250 drilled holes, while the uncoated tool already produced a level of roughness higher than
the maximum authorized in the aeronautics industry (3.2 µm Ra in CFRP) starting from
the 75th hole. D’Orazio et al. [104] highlighted the tool wear mechanisms occurring when
drilling CFRP/AA7075-T651/CFRP stacks (2.8/20.0/2.8 mm thick) using two different
6.8 mm diameter twist drills, including DLC- and nanocomposite TiAlN-coated tools. Drill
experiments were performed in wet conditions, with a chip removal cycle consisting of
two passes, separated by a back motion required to remove chips. The analysis of SEM
images of the worn TiAlN- and DLC-coated tools after 170 holes, when the coating of both
TiAlN- and DLC-coated had been almost completely worn and removed, showed that the
wear mechanisms were different depending on the type of tool coating. The TiAlN-coated
tool was essentially affected by abrasion, with few adhesions of aluminum particles on the
rake face of the tool, while chipping was localized in the periphery of the cutting edge, and
edge rounding and abrasion were the main wear mechanisms identified when drilling the
multi-material stack using the DLC-coated drill bit. Additionally, the TiAlN-coated tool
exhibited higher flank wear than the DLC-coated drill bit, the magnitude of which increased
with the number of drilled holes. The authors also showed that DLC coating allowed them
to achieve a lower delamination factor than TiAlN coating, with a constant gap regardless
of the number of holes. Bayraktar and Turgut [168] studied the impact of coating on
delamination and optimal cutting parameters when drilling CFRP/AA6013-T651 stacks
using 8 mm diameter uncoated and TiN- and TiAlN-coated HSS drills with a 30◦ helix angle
at various cutting speeds (100, 125 and 150 m/min) and feed rates (0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 mm/rev).
The authors reported that the uncoated cutting tool produced less delamination than TiN-
and TiAlN-coated drill bits, with similar entrance and exit delamination factors for both
of these coated tools. This trend can be attributed to the reduction in the sharpness of
the cutting edge caused by the deposition of coating, which causes more difficulties for
the cutting tool to penetrate the material. The authors determined the optimal cutting
parameters depending on the cutting tool. Thus, they found that the entrance delamination
factor of the CFRP constituent was minimized when drilling CFRP/AA6013-T651 stacks at
the highest cutting speed (150 m/min) and the lowest feed rate (0.1 mm/rev). The same
feed rate of 0.1 mm/rev was recommended to minimize the exit delamination factor for all
drill bits. However, a cutting speed of 125 m/min was recommended for the uncoated and
TiAlN-coated tools, whereas a cutting speed of 150 m/min was required for the TiN-coated
tool. Very recently, Zhong et al. [127] focused on the effect of TiAlN coating on thrust force,
hole wall surface roughness and delamination when drilling T700-Qy8911/AA2024/T700-
Qy8911 co-cured material using 6 mm diameter uncoated and TiAlN-coated drill bits with
a 20◦ helix angle and a 135◦ point angle at various cutting speeds (15, 30, 45 and 60 m/min)
and feed rates (0.025, 0.050, 0.075 and 0.100 mm/rev). The authors found that the maximum
thrust force recorded during the drilling of the aluminum constituent was always higher
compared to that recorded during the drilling of the CFRP constituent. The performance of
the TiAlN-coated tool, in terms of maximum thrust force generated in the Al layer, was
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found to be better than that of the uncoated drill bit, whereas the magnitude of maximum
thrust force in the CFRP layers was impacted differently depending on the ranges of cutting
speeds and feed rates. Indeed, the uncoated tool resulted in a lower maximum thrust
force in the CFRP constituent than that produced with the TiAlN-coated tool when drilling
at a low cutting speed and feed rate, while this thrust force became greater than that
generated by the TiAlN-coated tool with increasing cutting speed, regardless of the selected
feed rate. In addition, the use of TiAlN coating improved the drilling performance of the
T700-Qy8911/AA2024/T700-Qy8911 co-cured material in terms of delamination since the
induced entrance and exit delamination factors were found to be lower using the coated
drill bit than when using the uncoated one. By analyzing the SEM images of the hole
wall surface in each layer, the authors also found that the TiAlN-coated drill should be
recommended for promoting better hole quality.

The impact of the tool material and coating on hole size, delamination and roughness
has also been discussed for the drilling of GLARE [100,101,108] and CARALL [105,170]
materials. Park et al. [100] focused on the influence of the tool material on average rough-
ness Ra when drilling GLARE 4/3-0.4 at various spindle speeds (600, 1800 and 3000 rpm)
and feed rates (0.04, 0.12 and 0.20 mm/rev) using 5 mm diameter HSS-Co and cemented
carbide three-fluted twist drills with a 118◦ point angle and a 25◦ helix angle. The authors
stated that the cemented carbide drill promoted better average roughness and a lower
delamination extent than those induced by the HSS-Co cutting tool. They explained that
this result could be attributed to the shallower pulling of fibers in the composite layers
produced by the cemented carbide drill compared to the results obtained with the HSS-Co
cutting tool. Giasin et al. [101] investigated the impact of three types of tool coatings (TiAlN,
TiN and AlTiN/TiAlN) on roughness and burr size when drilling GLARE 2B 11/10-0.4
laminate (7.13 mm total thickness) at various spindle speeds (3000, 4500 and 6000 rpm)
and feed speeds (300, 450 et 600 mm/rev) using 6 mm diameter coated tungsten carbide
twist drills with a 30◦ helix angle and a 140◦ point angle. They found that the TiN-coated
tool achieved the best average surface roughness of the hole wall, while the TiAlN-coated
tool produced the worst, regardless of the cutting parameters. This phenomenon can be
attributed to the smaller coefficient of friction associated with the TiN coating compared
with that of TiAlN and AlTiN coatings. In addition, the variation in surface roughness
between the three tools was more significant when drilling at higher spindle speeds. The
ANOVA analysis of the results showed that tool coating, spindle speed and their interac-
tions were the main contributing factors (31.97, 30.44 and 15.98%, respectively) affecting
the surface roughness, whereas the feed rate had no impact. The authors also reported that
larger burrs were produced at the exit than at the entrance. The tool coating contributed
the most to exit burr height and root thickness (71.47 and 62.32%, respectively), while
it did not impact the entrance burr height. The three-way interactions between cutting
parameters and coating had a significant effect on the entrance burr root thickness, up to
26.02% in three-way interactions, and the tool coating represented the second largest impact
(19.28%). Giasin et al. [108] further completed this previous study [103] by investigating
the effect of the same tool coatings (TiAlN, TiN and AlTiN/TiAlN) on force thrust and
hole accuracy. The authors reported that the AlTiN/TiAlN-coated tool achieved the lowest
thrust force and the second highest drilled-hole deviation from the nominal diameter of
the tool, while the TiAlN-coated tool produced both the highest thrust force and drilled-
hole deviation, regardless of the cutting parameters. This is consistent with the results
from [101] concerning the surface roughness obtained with differently coated tools. The
authors performed an ANOVA analysis of the results and found that cutting parameters
and tool coating contributed almost equally to thrust force. Thus, they concluded that
reduced thrust force and limited drilling-induced damage could be achieved thanks to the
correct combination of cutting parameters and tool coating. Ekici et al. [105] examined
the drilling performance of two types of coatings (TiN-TiAlN and TiAl/TiAlSiMoCr) in
terms of hole size and entrance hole delamination. Drilling tests were performed on a
CARALL composite composed of four layers of CFRP and three layers of AA5754 (5 mm
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total thickness) in dry conditions using 6 mm diameter uncoated and coated carbide twist
drill bits with a helix angle of 30◦ and a point angle of 118◦ at various cutting speeds (65,
85 and 110 m/min) and feed rates (0.10, 0.14 and 0.20 mm/rev). The authors found that
the uncoated tool produced holes with a diameter closer to the nominal diameter than
those obtained with the TiN-TiAlN- and TiAl/TiAlSiMoCr-coated tools, certainly due to the
sharper cutting edge of the uncoated tool compared to the coated drill bits. The uncoated
tool achieved the lowest delamination factor under almost all cutting conditions, whereas
the tool coating seemed to not really affect the delamination damage. This result can be
attributed to the absence of tool wear in the drilling conditions used in this study. The
TiAl/TiAlSiMoCr-coated tool achieved lower delamination damage at low and medium
cutting speeds and under all feed rate conditions, while the hole quality was improved by
increasing cutting speeds when drilling using the uncoated tool.

3.2.2. Morphologies and Geometries

For the same reasons that the choice of tool material and tool coating plays a part
in meeting the stringent requirements of the aerospace industry for drilled-hole quality
when drilling CFRP/Al stacks or FML composites, the selection of an appropriate drill
bit geometry also represents a challenging but strategic step towards the success of
the drilling process since it greatly impacts hole surface quality, delamination and tool
performance. A wide range of cutting tool morphologies is available to carry out drilling
operations, depending on the targeted materials and applications. Figure 13 exhibits
the main morphologies of drills for which the drilling performance has been evalu-
ated for various hybrid composite stack configurations [48,88,92,94,117,125,134,166].
Nevertheless, the conventional twist drill remains the tool commonly used by re-
searchers [7,49,77,78,83,90,95,98–101,104,105,108,127–129,137,167–171], as it still represents
the standard for industrial applications. Hence, it is required to optimize the main geo-
metrical characteristics of this type of tool morphology to promote high-quality drilling of
multi-material stacks. The geometry of the conventional twist drill is shown in Figure 14. It
is mainly depicted by several angles—namely, the point angle, helix (or axial rake) angle,
chisel angle and lip relief (or clearance) angle—and the number of flutes. These angles in-
fluence the amounts of cutting forces (thrust force and torque components), chip formation
and thus delamination damage.
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Brinksmeier and Janssen [48] focused on the effect of tool morphology (conven-
tional twist and step drills) on the deviation of the drilled-hole diameter when drilling
CFRP/AlCuMg2 stacks (20/10 mm thick) at two different cutting speeds (10 and 20 m/min)
and a feed rate of 0.15 mm/rev in dry conditions. The step drill was designed with a first
step diameter of 15.4 mm and a second step diameter of 16.0 mm, which corresponds to the
diameter of the conventional twist drill used in this study. Both drills were uncoated car-
bide tools with three flutes, a 30◦ helix angle and a 130◦ point angle. The authors explained
that the step drill induced a better distribution of the mechanical load on the cutting edges
and thus significantly improved the diameter deviations compared with those measured
after drilling using the twist drill. Zitoune et al. [92] investigated the impact of the double
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cone morphology on thrust force and hole quality when drilling T700-M21/AA2024 stacks
(4.2/3.0 mm thick) at two spindle speeds (2020 and 2750 rpm) and three feed rates (0.05,
0.10 and 0.15 mm/rev) using 6.35 mm diameter uncoated tungsten carbide double cone
drills with a 32.5◦ helix angle and three different L1/L2 ratios (0.33, 1.00 and 3.10). Figure 15
illustrates the principal lip length L1 and the secondary lip length L2 associated with the
first point angle (132◦) and second point angle (90◦), respectively. They found that the
double cone drill reduced the thrust force in comparison with the conventional twist drill
due to the reduction in the theoretical average chip thickness caused by the addition of
the secondary 90◦ point angle. However, they also reported that the double cone drills
reduced the CFRP hole surface roughness in comparison with the conventional twist drill,
since this type of tool morphology favored the occurrence of non-fragmented chips during
the drilling of aluminum, which scratch the hole wall surface when they move along the
cutting tool. Zitoune et al. [94] completed this experimental study with an ANOVA analysis
and reported that L1/L2 ratios had little influence on thrust force (contributions in Al and
CFRP were 2 and 9%, respectively), while the feed rate was the main contributing factor for
both materials.
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Soo et al. [125] studied the impact of the double cone morphology on thrust force and
hole quality when drilling CFRP/AA7010-T451 stacks (10.0/6.5 mm thick) at two cutting
speeds (60 and 120 m/min) and two feed rates (0.15 and 0.30 mm/rev) using 6.38 mm
diameter diamond-coated tungsten carbide drills with a 30◦ helix angle. The tools used in
this study had double point angles (130/60◦ (double cone drill) and 140/180◦ (flat point
drill)). The double cone drill was found to be unsuitable for drilling CFRP/AA7010-T451
stacks in dry conditions with the cutting parameters chosen for this study. This was
attributed to the poor evacuation of long and non-fragmented metal chips and subsequent
material adhesion, which caused the premature failure of the drill. The authors reported
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that a flat point drill produced holes with good diameter accuracy. Moreover, the metal exit
burr was found to be uniform around the circumference of the hole, with similar width and
height (from 60 to 120 µm), which increased with the feed rate. Zhang et al. [88] researched
the impact of brad and spur-like morphology on cutting forces, roughness and hole accuracy
when drilling CCF300/AA7075-T7 stacks (3.07/3.10 mm thick) at various spindle speeds
(2700, 3500, 4300, 5100 and 5900 rpm) and feed rates (0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.06 and 0.07 mm/rev)
using 5 mm diameter diamond-coated cemented carbide drills in dry conditions. The
brad and spur-like cutting tool exhibited two major cutting edges and a shorter chisel
edge. The authors indicated that tool morphology contributed more significantly to the
overall drilling performance than cutting parameters and concluded that the brad and
spur-like drill promoted better results. They showed that hole accuracy was improved,
since the average diameter deviation from nominal value ranged from 14 µm for the twist
drill to 5 µm for the brad and spur-like drill. The authors attributed this positive result
to the better self-centering capability of this tool morphology as well as the shorter chisel
edge contributing more efficiently to the reduction in cutting resistance and the expansion
of the heat dissipation area. The brad and spur-like drill also reduced thrust forces and
provided better surface roughness in the CFRP layer. Indeed, the conventional twist drill
produced CFRP holes with a surface roughness ranging from 2 to 4 µm, while the hole
wall surface roughness achieved by the brad and spur-like drill varied between 1 and 2 µm.
El Bouami et al. [134,166] investigated the influence of tool morphology (twist, step and
brad and spur drills) on thrust force and hole quality when drilling T800H/AA2198 stacks
(6.35/6.35 mm) at a cutting speed of 79 m/min and two feed rates (0.05 and 0.10 mm/rev)
in dry conditions. The step drill was designed with a first step diameter of 4.7 mm and a
second step diameter of 6.3 mm, which corresponds to the nominal diameter of the other
drills used in this study. A value of 120◦ was chosen for the point angle of twist and step
drills, and 56◦ was selected for the brad and spur drill. All of the drills were uncoated
carbide tools with a 30◦ helix angle. The authors reported that both step and brad and spur
drills reduced thrust force in both CFRP and AA2198 layers compared to the conventional
twist drill, while the brad and spur drill caused little damage to the entrance hole perimeter.
These results can be attributed to the ability of the step drill to lower thrust forces by cutting
less material, whereas the two extreme points of the brad and spur drill facilitate the cutting
of carbon fibers and thus delay the delamination occurrence. El Bouami et al. [166] also
performed an ANOVA analysis to assess the effect of cutting speed (59, 79 and 99 m/min),
feed rate (0.05, 0.075 and 0.100 mm/rev) and point angle (120, 130 and 150◦) on thrust force
and delamination. Both the point angle and feed rate were found to be the predominant
factors (44.66 and 33.09%, respectively) on thrust forces in the CFRP panel, while only the
point angle had a significant influence (76.06%) on thrust force in the aluminum panel. This
investigation also showed that the drilling of CFRP/aluminum stacks required sufficiently
high feed rates to produce fragmented chips and to thus obtain better hole quality in the
aluminum layer. However, a higher feed rate also caused a reduction in CFRP hole quality.
In addition, the authors reported that the interaction between cutting speed and feed rate
contributed (14.43%) to the severity of the CFRP damage, but the point angle was the main
contributing factor (45.63%) affecting delamination, and a lower point angle produced less
delamination damage due to the better shearing of fibers. Benezech et al. [131] studied
the influence of the axial rake angle (0, 10, 20, 30 and 40◦) and point angle (120, 135 and
150◦) on aluminum chip morphology and thrust force in CFRP when separately drilling
the aluminum and composite constituents of T800-M21/AA2024 (10/10 mm thick) stacks.
Drilling experiments were carried out using 8 mm diameter uncoated twist drills at a
spindle speed of 6000 rpm and various feed rates (0.02, 0.04, 0.06 and 0.08 mm/rev).
They highlighted the relationship between the rake/point angle couple and AA2024 chip
morphology and concluded that a rake angle of 30◦ achieved short and fragmented chips
for any point angle value. Moreover, the authors found that both rake and point angles
influenced the magnitude of thrust force when drilling the T800-M21 component. For the
studied range of point angles, thrust force decreased with increasing rake angle. A drop in
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thrust force was also observed with increasing point angle, which is consistent with the
trend found by El Bouami et al. [166]. However, the magnitude of this drop turned out to
be less significant for a rake angle higher than 30◦.

Hassan et al. [95] focused on the effect of the helix angle (15 and 30◦), clearance
angle (6 and 8◦), point angle (110 and 130◦) and chisel edge angle (30 and 45◦) on the
difference between the hole diameters of CFRP and aluminum, hole surface roughness
and aluminum burr height when drilling CFRP/AA7075-T7 stacks (3.587/3.317 mm thick)
using 4.826 mm diameter uncoated tungsten carbide twist drill bits at two spindle speeds
(1500 and 2600 rpm) and two feed rates (0.05 and 0.10 mm/rev) in dry conditions. They
found that the diameter difference was reduced when increasing the clearance or helix
angles as well as when decreasing the point or chisel edge angles. The hole surface
roughness of both CFRP and AA7075-T7 holes was made smoother by decreasing the
helix and chisel edge angles. The clearance and point angles had different impacts on
the hole surface roughness depending on the material being drilled. Thus, increasing the
clearance angle resulted in an improvement in the surface roughness of CFRP holes and the
deterioration in that of AA7075-T7 holes, while increasing the point angle only improved
the surface roughness of AA7075-T7 holes without modifying that of the CFRP holes. The
metal burr height was found to be lower when decreasing the helix, clearance or chisel
edge angles or when increasing the point angle. Finally, the authors concluded that the
best hole quality of CFRP/Al stacks, which was characterized by the achievement of the
minimum difference in diameter, minimum hole surface roughness and minimum burr
height formation, could be achieved with a spindle speed of 2600 rpm and a feed rate of
0.1 mm/rev using a drill bit with an optimal combination of a helix angle of 15◦, a primary
clearance angle of 8◦, a point angle of 130◦ and a chisel edge angle of 30◦. Hassan et al. [77]
further studied in more detail the effect of the clearance angle (6, 7 and 8◦), point angle
(130, 135 and 140◦) and chisel edge angle (30, 37.5 and 45◦) on the maximum thrust force
and hole surface roughness. Drilling tests were performed on CFRP/AA7075-T6 stacks
(3.587/3.317 mm thick) using 4.826 mm diameter uncoated tungsten carbide twist drill bits
at a spindle speed of 2600 rpm and a feed rate of 0.05 mm/rev in dry conditions. ANOVA
and RSM were established to determine the explicit impact of drill geometry parameters
and their interactions on drilling performance. The authors found that the lowest thrust
force for the CFRP layer was produced with a tool geometry with an 8◦ clearance angle,
140◦ point angle and 30◦ chisel edge angle, while the lowest thrust force for the AA7075-T6
layer was generated with a tool geometry with a 7◦ clearance angle, 130◦ point angle and
37.5◦ chisel edge angle. The clearance angle was found to significantly affect the maximum
thrust force for both materials (58.78 and 52.34%, respectively), while the point angle had
an insignificant effect (1.71 and 0.95%, respectively). Moreover, the maximum thrust force
for both CFRP and AA7075-T6 was smaller when decreasing the clearance and chisel edge
angles. They also reported that the lowest CFRP hole surface roughness was achieved with
a tool geometry with a 6◦ clearance angle, 140◦ point angle and 45◦ chisel edge angle, while
the lowest AA7075-T6 hole surface roughness was generated with a tool geometry with a
6◦ clearance angle, 130◦ point angle and 45◦ chisel edge angle. For CFRP holes, the primary
angle contributed greatly to surface roughness, followed by the clearance angle–point
angle interaction and point angle (35.07, 20.97 and 10.92%, respectively), while AA7075-T6
hole surface roughness was affected by the point and clearance angles (53.92 and 22.15%,
respectively). In addition, increasing the chisel edge angle or decreasing the clearance angle
promoted smoother surface roughness for both materials. The authors attributed these
results to the fact that a higher chisel edge led to a greater shear angle, which contributed to
lower chip thickness, while the worst cutting conditions were obtained at a higher clearance
angle, which favored the chipping of the cutting edge and thus caused an obstruction in
the drilled hole. Finally, the authors used a multi-objective optimization method, and the
combination of a 45◦ chisel edge angle, 7◦ primary clearance angle and 130◦ point angle
was found to be the optimal drill geometry that would be able to achieve minimum thrust
force and the best hole surface roughness when drilling CFRP/AA7075-T6 stacks in a
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single-shot process. Bayraktar and Turgut [168] performed ANOVA and RSM in order
to identify the impact of cutting speed (100, 125 and 150 m/min), feed rate (0.1, 0.2 and
0.3 mm/rev) and point angle (90, 118 and 135◦) on delamination occurrence in entrance
and exit holes when drilling CFRP/A6013-T651 stacks using 8 mm diameter uncoated and
TiN- and TiAlN-coated HSS drills with a 30◦ helix angle. The most effective parameter on
the hole entrance and exit delamination of the CFRP constituent was determined to be the
feed rate, followed by the drill point angle and cutting speed, respectively. A reduction in
delamination formation was observed when decreasing the point angle due to the reduction
in thrust force with the point angle. The authors reported that the uncoated cutting tool
produced less delamination than TiN- and TiAlN-coated drill bits, and the entrance and
exit delamination factors were similar for both of these coated tools. This result can be
attributed to the reduction in the sharpness of the cutting edge caused by the deposition of
coating, which creates more difficulties for the cutting tool to penetrate the material.

The impact of tool morphology on thrust force, hole diameter and burr size during
FML drilling has been discussed by a few authors [117,169]. Pawar et al. [169] carried
out drilling experiments on GLARE 5 and GLARE 6 specimens with 6.35 mm diameter
uncoated solid carbide twist drill bits with a helix angle of 30◦, point angle of 120◦ and four
different drill point geometries (i.e., two-fluted, three-fluted, four-faceted and eight-faceted
drills), as shown in Figure 16. Three spindle speeds (4500, 6000 and 7500 rpm) and feed
rates (0.150, 0.225 and 0.300 mm/rev) were tested. The authors found that the lowest thrust
force and torque were provided by the two-fluted tool, closely followed by the four-faceted
drill (with a gap of 20 N), regardless of the cutting parameters. These point geometries also
achieved holes with diameters closer to the nominal one compared with the other tools.
The worst thrust force was obtained with the three-fluted drill, while the eight-faceted drill
generated the worst torque. Adhered aluminum at the cutting edge and drill point were
observed for these two cutting tools. Furthermore, the holes made in the FML with all
of the tools were undersized, but the undersize was found to be the maximum with the
eight-faceted drill due to the uncut fibers left after drilling. At the exit hole, the authors
observed that the eight-faceted tool gave rise only to uniform metal burrs without caps,
with the greatest height (up to 2 mm) and width (up to 160 µm). The authors attributed this
result to the clogging of the flute by chips caused by lower clearance, resulting in heating
during the drilling process, thus promoting plastic deformations of aluminum. Otherwise,
the three other drill point geometries produced uniform burrs with and without caps, and
the maximum values of height and width were much lower (150–400 µm and 65–70 µm,
respectively) relative to those achieved using the eight-faceted drill.
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Rezende et al. [117] also investigated the impact of tool morphology (two-fluted
and three-fluted twist drills and a brad and spur drill) on thrust force and burr height
when drilling Al/PE/Al sandwich composite (4 mm total thickness) using 5 mm diameter
uncoated tungsten carbide drills at three cutting speeds (24, 48 and 72 m/min) and three
feed rates (0.05, 0.10 and 0.15 mm/rev) in dry conditions. The authors found that the
evolution of thrust force differed during the cutting of each layer, depending on tool
morphology. Indeed, the lowest thrust force was provided by the brad and spur tool
during the drilling of Al layers, while the twist drills performed the best in terms of thrust
force when drilling the composite part. Moreover, an ANOVA analysis of the results
was performed, and the authors found that tool morphology and cutting speed were the
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prominent factors influencing thrust force, while tool morphology and feed rate were the
main contributing factors for burr height.

3.2.3. Tool Wear

Tool wear represents another challenging issue when drilling CFRP/Al stacks or FML
composites. Although the selection of cutting parameters and tool geometry is performed
in order to ensure the industrial requirements for drilled-hole quality of multi-material
stacks, it is also essential to focus on tool wear since this phenomenon directly affects the
drilling performance, can shorten tool life drastically and hence increase the manufacturing
costs. Several authors [7,49,88,90,96,104,125,134] investigated tool wear and its impact on
tool performance when drilling hybrid composite stacks by evaluating the evolution of
thrust force, surface roughness or hole diameter as a function of the number of drilled holes
before the total wear of the tool. Nevertheless, no article reporting the consequences of tool
wear on the drilling performance for FML materials can be found in the scientific literature.

Zitoune et al. [7] studied the effect of tool wear on cutting forces (thrust force and
torque components) when drilling T700-M21/AA2024 stacks (4.2/3.0 mm thick) at a spindle
speed of 2020 rpm and a feed rate of 0.1 mm/rev using a 6 mm diameter uncoated tungsten
carbide drill bit. They found that CFRP cutting forces increased steadily up to 30 holes and
achieved a stable magnitude from 30 to 60 holes, corresponding to the normal wear region.
Furthermore, Zitoune et al. [90] showed that the rise in CFRP thrust force with the number
of drilled holes was less when drilling with nano-coated tools of the same CFRP/Al stack
than in the previous study [7]. This can be attributed to the lower wear of the coated tool.
Montoya et al. [49] reported similar results when drilling CFRP/AA7010-T7451 stacks
(7/14 mm thick) at a spindle speed of 3000 rpm and a feed rate of 0.04 mm/rev using 6 mm
diameter uncoated and coated (diamond/TiAlCrN/AlTiSiN-G) tungsten carbide drills
with a 124◦ point angle and a 30◦ helix angle. The average thrust force generated by the
diamond-coated tool gradually increased with the number of holes, with more moderate
results than with the uncoated tool. In addition, the authors reported that the evolution
of the diameter difference between CFRP and AA7010-T7451 holes was stable for both
uncoated and diamond-coated tools and not influenced by the deposition of diamond
coating. The surface roughness of the holes drilled using the uncoated tool increased
significantly with the number of holes until it exceeded the acceptable roughness in the
aeronautics industry (3.2 µm Ra in CFRP) at the 75th hole. In contrast, the diamond coating
reduced tool wear and thus achieved the best surface roughness (about 0.2 µm Ra in Al
and 1.2 µm Ra in CFRP) after 250 drilled holes, without a large fluctuation depending on
the number of holes. Zhang et al. [88] also examined the influence of tool wear on thrust
force and hole quality when drilling CCF300/AA7075-T7 stacks (3.07/3.10 mm thick) at a
spindle speed of 4000 rpm and a feed rate of 0.04 mm/rev using two different geometries
of a 5 mm diameter diamond-coated cemented carbide twist drill bit in dry conditions. The
thrust forces of both CFRP and AA7075-T7 constituents were found to increase steadily
up to 400 holes and then rise sharply due to the loss of sharpness of the cutting edge
caused by the rapid wear of the drill bit. It was also noted that the flank wear VB suddenly
deteriorated, and the hole quality declined dramatically, with surface erosion or tearing
within the CFRP hole and large burrs at the aluminum exit hole. D’Orazio et al. [104]
highlighted the correlation between tool wear mechanisms and thrust force, hole diameter
and delamination when drilling CFRP/AA7075-T651/CFRP stacks (2.8/20.0/2.8 mm thick)
using two different 6.8 mm diameter twist drills, including DLC- and nanocomposite TiAlN-
coated tools. Drilling experiments were performed in wet conditions, with a chip removal
cycle consisting of two passes, using a reverse motion required to remove chips. The
authors reported that the flank wear, peak thrust force and delamination factor increased
with the number of drilled holes, irrespective of the chosen coating, while the hole diameter
in both CFRP and AA7075-T651 layers decreased. Furthermore, it was found that the
evolutions of thrust force, delamination factor and hole diameter were not affected by the
choice of coating, while the rise in flank wear of the TiAl-coated tool with the number
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of drilled holes was stressed compared to the progression of flank wear observed on the
DLC-coated tool. The authors used third-degree polynomial regression models to correlate
flank wear and peak thrust force and delamination, as well as the peak thrust force in the
CFRP layer and the delamination factor. Hence, they concluded that the increase in the
delamination factor and thrust force and the decrease in the hole diameter with increasing
flank wear confirmed that the rise in the delamination factor with the number of holes was
strongly dependent on tool flank wear. They also confirmed that the delamination factor
depended on thrust force. Kuo et al. [103] carried out drilling tests on CFRP/AA7075-
T6 stacks (3.5/3.0 mm thick) using a vibration-assisted drilling process and studied the
impact of the number of drilled holes on flank wear and metal burr height. The tool life of
6.375 mm diameter diamond-coated double cone drills with a 40◦ helix angle and an L1/L2
ratio (the principal lip length L1 and the secondary lip length L2 were associated with the
first point angle (120◦) and second point angle (20◦), respectively) of 1.74 was tested at
different cutting speeds depending on the drilled material (CFRP: 130, 150 and 170 m/min;
AA7075-T6: 200 m/min), feed rates (0.04, 0.06 and 0.08 mm/rev), low vibration frequencies
(45, 50 and 55 Hz) and high amplitudes (5, 20 and 50 µm). For all of the tested drilling
parameters, it was found that flank wear, which was greater on L1 than on L2, increased
gradually with the number of drilled holes. The lowest flank wear after drilling 200 holes
(L1: 29.8 µm; L2: 37.7 µm) was recorded when relatively low thrust forces occurred, at
a vibration frequency of 50 Hz, the lowest amplitude and the highest cutting speed and
feed rate. The greatest flank wear at the last hole (L1: 59.6 µm; L2: 74.7 µm) was observed
when high thrust forces were generated, at the lowest cutting speed and at the highest feed
rate, frequency and amplitude. The authors performed an ANOVA analysis to highlight
the factors impacting the flank wear on the principal and secondary cutting edges of the
cutting lip. They reported that the amplitude was the greatest contributing factor affecting
the flank wear on L1 (43.14%), followed by cutting speed (34.39%) and frequency (16.40%),
while only cutting speed and amplitude influenced the flank wear on L2 (55.83 and 27.61%,
respectively). Hence, lower flank wear could be achieved by increasing cutting speed or
decreasing the frequency and amplitude. Moreover, increasing the number of drilled holes,
and thus tool wear, seemed to significantly increase burr height only at the highest feed
rate (0.08 mm/rev), while it was less visible at other feed rates. The highest burrs (~0.2 mm)
were observed at the lowest feed rate (0.04 mm/rev), while the lowest ones (~0.02 mm)
were recorded at the highest feed rate, regardless of the chosen values for the other cutting
parameters. The ANOVA analysis of the results confirmed that burr height was mostly
impacted by feed rate (96.02%), and its minimization could be obtained by increasing the
feed rate; this is consistent with the results found in [95,99,117,128,171]. Soo et al. [125]
investigated the influence of the number of drilled holes on flank wear, cutting forces,
hole diameter, metal burr size and delamination when drilling CFRP/AA7010-T451 stacks
(10.0/6.5 mm thick) at two cutting speeds (60 and 120 m/min) and two feed rates (0.15 and
0.30 mm/rev) using 6.38 mm diameter diamond-coated tungsten carbide flat point drills
with a 30◦ helix angle. They found that flank wear increased progressively with the number
of drilled holes and did not exceed 40 µm after 120 holes; this is consistent with the findings
of Kuo et al. [103]. They noted that lower flank wear was obtained at a lower feed rate,
regardless of the cutting speed. Cutting forces were found to be relatively stable when
increasing the number of drilled holes; this is probably due to the low level of wear observed
on the drills. In all cases, the diameters of the holes drilled in both materials were oversized,
and their values seemed to decrease slightly when increasing the number of drilled holes.
An improvement in the deviation from the nominal diameter was nevertheless observed at
the highest feed rate. The authors also reported that the impact of the number of drilled
holes on exit burr height and delamination was not the same, depending on the feed rate.
Thus, more delamination damage and smaller burrs were produced when increasing the
number of drilled holes at a higher feed rate, whereas the exit burr width was generally
larger in all drilling conditions when the number of drilled holes increased. However,
the impact of tool wear on delamination damage was negligible since the variation in
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the delamination factor was very small. Fernández-Vidal et al. [124] investigated the
impact of the wear on the drilling performance of 7.92 mm diameter uncoated double cone
drills (140/118◦) with a 29.82◦ helix angle when drilling T800S-M21/AA7075-T6 stacks
(4.50/4.86 mm thick) at a cutting speed of 145 m/min and a feed speed of 250 mm/min in
dry conditions. In agreement with previous results [7,49,88,104], they found that the thrust
forces for both materials increased with the number of drilled holes. The fact that the thrust
force generated for AA7075-T6 increased significantly depending on the number of drilled
holes when drilling the multi-material stack, while it remained constant when drilling only
the aluminum part, was also noted. The evolution and magnitude of thrust force recorded
for the CFRP layer when drilling a multi-material stack were similar to those for the CFRP
part drilled separately. The authors reported that the diameter of the CFRP hole increased
slightly when increasing the number of drilled holes for CFRP/Al stacks, while its value
decreased when only the CFRP part was drilled. Furthermore, smaller diameter differences
between T800S-M21 CFRP and AA7075-T6 holes were found when drilling both materials
together compared to those produced separately, regardless of the number of drilled holes.
Banon et al. [96] evaluated the hole diameter and hole surface roughness depending on
the number of drilled holes when drilling CFRP/AA2024 stacks (2/8 mm thick) with the
same cutting tool as that used by Fernández-Vidal et al. [124]. Experiments were carried
out in dry conditions at three cutting speeds (85, 115 and 145 m/min) and three feed speeds
(200, 250 and 300 mm/min). The authors showed that the hole wall surface roughness of
both materials decreased as the number of drilled holes increased due to both abrasive and
adhesive wear of the tool. After drilling 20 holes, the lowest roughness in both materials
(Ra of 2.67 and 2.58 µm for CFRP and AA2024, respectively) was found at the highest
cutting speed and the lowest feed speed, while the highest roughness in both materials
(Ra of 7.47 and 12.22 µm for CFRP and AA2024, respectively) was measured with the
lowest cutting and feed speeds. Contrary to surface roughness, the authors stated that the
diameters evaluated in both materials did not seem to be affected by the number of drilled
holes, although it was shown that the increase in cutting speed generated less dispersion.

3.3. Selection of Cutting Process

The selection of appropriate cutting parameters and optimized tool geometries alone is
not enough to sufficiently improve the drilling performance of aerospace assemblies, reduce
drilling-induced delamination, extend tool life and thus limit manufacturing costs associ-
ated with the drilling of hybrid composite stacks and FML composites. High-performance
cooling strategies, such as minimum quantity lubrication (MQL) or cryogenic cooling, as
well as unconventional drilling methods, including vibration-assisted drilling (VAD) and
orbital drilling (OD), represent an inevitable alternative and answers to the aforementioned
issues regarding the single-shot drilling of CFRP/Al stacks and FML composites.

3.3.1. Alternative Methods

Vibration-assisted drilling consists of superposing an axial sinusoidal oscillating mo-
tion of the drill in the axial feed direction during the drilling process using a mechanical
or piezoelectric oscillator, as illustrated in Figure 17. The intermittent disengagement of
the drill bit from the material induces a significant reduction in thrust force and cutting
temperature, as well as easier chip fragmentation and evacuation, which may result in
delamination-free holes and tool life enhancement when drilling composite laminates. VAD
is controlled by two parameters, frequency and amplitude. Low-frequency, high-frequency
and ultrasonic vibration-assisted drilling, abbreviated LF-VAD, HF-VAD and UAD, respec-
tively, are distinguished based on the range of frequencies selected for drilling. LF-VAD is
performed at frequencies lower than 1 kHz, while HF-VAD is associated with frequencies
ranging from 1 kHz to 20 kHz. VAD with frequencies higher than 20 kHz is qualified as
ultrasonic (UAD). The choice of vibration amplitude, coupled with an appropriate selection
of vibration frequency and cutting conditions, determines the ability of the VAD process to
easily fragment chips. Several studies on the overall drilling performance of the VAD tech-
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nique were carried out for CFRP [175–179], for CFRP/Ti stacks [110,147,149,150,180–192]
and, more recently, for CFRP/Al stacks [103,109,110].
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Kuo et al. [103] studied the influence of cutting speed (CFRP: 130, 150 and 170 m/min;
AA7075-T6: 200 m/min), feed rate (0.04, 0.06 and 0.08 mm/rev), vibration frequency (45,
50 and 55 Hz) and amplitude (5, 20 and 50 µm) on the performance of a VAD process in
terms of cutting force, flank wear, metal burr height and hole diameter for CFRP/AA7075-
T6 stacks (3.5/3.0 mm thick). Drilling tests were performed in dry conditions using a
6.375 mm diameter diamond-coated double cone drill with a 40◦ helix angle and an L1/L2
ratio (the principal lip length L1 and the secondary lip length L2 were associated with the
first point angle (120◦) and second point angle (20◦), respectively) of 1.74. The ANOVA
analysis of the results showed that the vibration amplitude did not perturb the exit burr
height, while it was the prominent contributing factor impacting the thrust force for both
CFRP and AA7075-T6 layers (80.14 and 48.14%, respectively), as well as the flank wear
on L1 (43.14%), the second most important factor after cutting speed regarding the flank
wear on L2 (27.61%) and the third one after feed rate and frequency for the diameter in
the CFRP layer (18.33%). Additionally, the influence of frequency was mostly negligible
for almost all of the monitored outputs, although it noticeably impacted the hole diameter
in the CFRP layer, the flank wear on L2 and the thrust force for the AA7075-T6 layer
(37.22, 16.40 and 16.07%, respectively). The authors stated that it was suitable to select
a lower amplitude in order to lessen thrust force and flank wear. The lowest flank wear
was recorded, regardless of the number of drilled holes, when relatively low thrust forces
occurred, at high vibration frequency, at the lowest amplitude and at the highest cutting
speed and feed rate. This result was attributed to the intermittent contact between the tool
and workpiece, reducing cutting time and friction-induced heat, thereby reducing tool flank
wear. A detailed comparison of conventional and LF-VAD of CFRP/AA7175 (10.0/4.5 mm
thick) using 6.35 mm diameter diamond-coated cemented carbide twist drills with a point
angle of 118◦ was carried out by Seeholzer et al. [109] to evaluate the influence of cutting
speed (60 and 90 m/min), feed rate (0.04 and 0.075 mm/rev) and vibration amplitude (6, 30,
60, 90 and 120 µm) on delamination at the CFRP entrance, burr height at the AA7175 exit,
cutting forces, temperature and deviation from the nominal diameter in both materials. In
this study, delamination was assessed using both the delamination factor Fd and the quality
function Qd defined by Voss et al. [193], which incorporated cracks, spalling, delamination
and uncut fibers. The authors reported that LF-VAD produced more extensive delamination,
accentuated by increasing vibration amplitude, compared to conventional drilling (CD).
Moreover, LF-VAD generated smaller exit burrs than those obtained by CD, and their
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height decreased when increasing the vibration amplitude, but only at a cutting speed of
90 m/min and a feed rate of 0.075 mm/rev. Hence, the lowest temperature was found at
the highest cutting speed, feed rate and vibration amplitude values. However, LF-VAD
was considered better than CD in order to minimize cutting forces and reduce cutting
temperatures in both materials, more significantly at a high cutting speed and feed rate.
The authors also reported that all of the drilled holes were oversized for both materials,
and the hole diameter for the CFRP layer was always larger than that for the AA7175 layer,
regardless of the drilling strategy. Nevertheless, the disturbing tool vibrations induced by
the superimposed sinusoidal oscillation during the LF-VAD process caused larger diameter
values than those generated by CD. Furthermore, the cutting conditions significantly
impacted the deviation from the nominal diameter obtained by LF-VAD, contrary to CD.
Indeed, higher amplitude-to-feed-rate ratios generally resulted in significant deviations
from the nominal hole diameter. The impact of chip size on chip transport was analyzed by
measuring the temperatures in the CFRP constituent with and without Al-chip transport.
The resulting temperatures in CFRP were always higher than the maximum temperature in
the aluminum layer and increased when the metal chip transport through the tool flute
was considered for CD. The rise in temperature was higher when the speed rate was high;
this was attributed to the higher probability of accumulating chips around the drill since
the increase in the feed rate led to thicker chips. The authors reported that the maximum
temperature in CFRP without Al-chip transport was significantly reduced, regardless
of the cutting parameters, and the lowest temperature was found at the highest cutting
speed, feed rate and vibration amplitude values, which were the same conditions allowing
the minimization of the exit burr height. In addition, small and fragmented chips were
observed when the LF-VAD process was performed at both a high vibration amplitude
and a high feed rate, while continuous and ribbon-shaped chips were always generated
by CD for the overall tested cutting parameters. The difference between the temperatures
in CFRP with and without Al-chip transport increased. This phenomenon was attributed
to the superposition of a longer drilling duration with longer chip/workpiece interaction.
Zou et al. [110] investigated the feasibility of improving the hole size accuracy and reduce
defects observed at the periphery of the drilled hole when drilling a co-cured specimen
composed of 10 mm thick aluminum AA7050 between two 5 mm thick T700 CFRPs by LF-
VAD. The experiments were performed in dry conditions with a 6.36 mm diameter uncoated
tool with a point angle of 140◦, at a frequency of 25 Hz and at various spindle speeds (1000,
1500, 2000, 3000 and 4000 rpm), feed rates (0.02, 0.03 and 0.04 mm/rev) and vibration
amplitudes (0, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 µm). The influence of these parameters on cutting force,
cutting temperature, chip formation, hole quality and hole topography was analyzed, and
the drilling performance of LF-VAD was compared to that of CD. The results showed that
LF-VAD contributed significantly to the reduction in average thrust forces in both materials
and in maximum drilling temperatures, which was caused by the beneficial chip breaking
effect induced by this unconventional drilling process, while an increase in the maximum
thrust forces was observed in both materials when the vibration amplitude rose. For both
CD and LF-VAD processes, the authors also noticed that a lower feed rate and higher
spindle speed promoted smaller mean thrust force during CFRP AA7050 phases, while a
higher feed rate and lower spindle speed must be used to minimize the maximum drilling
temperature. Nevertheless, the beneficial impact of the increase in vibration amplitude on
cutting temperature was valid only up to 30 µm, because after this value, the heat induced
by the increase in the maximum thrust force with the elevation of vibration amplitude
became more significant and inevitably led to a slight rise in the maximum temperature.
Moreover, an improvement in both cylindricity and deviation between the drilled-hole size
and nominal diameter of the drill bit, especially for the upper CFRP layer, was observed
when increasing the vibration amplitude. It was also demonstrated that LF-VAD could
greatly improve the surface quality of the lower interface, even more so when the vibration
amplitude was high, owing to the reduction in the thermal effect, while the CFRP hole wall
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surface defects, such as grooves or surface cavities, induced by a high thermal effect, were
significantly reduced by the LF-VAD process due to the lower cutting heat.

Orbital drilling, also named helical milling, produces holes using an end mill that
rotates around its own axis while being driven by a helical advance, as depicted in
Figure 18. Thus, the diameter of the drilled hole depends on both the tool, whose di-
ameter is lower than the nominal diameter of the hole, and the helical path diameter.
According to Wang et al. [194], the combination of a limited contact region between the
tool and workpiece and sufficient removal space results in lower cutting forces and tem-
perature and promotes higher hole quality. Indeed, there is a radial clearance between
the cutting tool and the drilled hole due to the deviation of the end mill diameter from
the nominal diameter of the drilled hole, which favors chip evacuation from the cutting
area. Chip evacuation is also facilitated by the discontinuous cut, which fragments chips
during the OD process and thus eliminates the recurring chip jamming issues commonly
observed during CD [195]. Therefore, efficient chip evacuation prevents the temperature
from rising and thus reduces the occurrence of both matrix burn in composite laminates
and regions affected by heat in metals. Very few investigations on the ability of the OD
process to achieve high-quality drilled holes have been performed for CFRP [196–199],
CFRP/Ti [43,194,195,200–203] and CFRP/Al stacks [102,136].
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Wang et al. [136] proposed to evaluate the hole quality of CFRP/AA2024-T3 stacks
(6/6 mm thick) drilled by the OD process using an 8 mm diameter solid nano-copper-
coated carbide three-fluted milling tool with a 45◦ helix angle, 20◦ clearance angle and
9◦ rake angle. A two-step strategy was employed to reduce push-down delamination.
It consisted of drilling, from CFRP to AA2024-T3, the first hole with a diameter smaller
than the required diameter. Then, the second hole was drilled with the target diameter by
reversing the stacking sequence. The results from this drilling process were compared to
those obtained by CD using two different diameters of TiAlN-coated solid carbide twist
drills with a 140◦ point angle and 30◦ helix angle. The first step was performed with a
diameter of 8 mm, while the second step was carried out with a diameter of 10 mm. The
influence of spindle speed (1000, 2000 and 3000 rpm) and feed speed (5, 10 and 15 mm/min)
on thrust force and the delamination factor was also analyzed for both drilling processes. It
was found that hole drilling by OD significantly reduced thrust force compared to that of
CD and led to the elimination of defects, such as uncut fibers or fiber pull-out, observed at
the entry and multi-material interface. Furthermore, the increase in spindle speed when
holes were drilled by OD caused a more significant reduction in thrust force than that
observed when CD was used. Hence, it was recommended to perform OD at higher spindle
speeds and lower feed speeds to reduce thrust force and thus promote delamination-
free holes. Bolar et al. [102] also compared the performance of CD and OD processes in
terms of cutting forces, chip morphology, cutting temperature, surface roughness, hole
accuracy and burr size for hole-making in CARALL composed of carbon fiber prepreg
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and AA2024 aluminum layers stacked alternately. Drilling tests were carried out using a
6.8 mm diameter solid carbide two-fluted twist drill with a 140◦ point angle at three cutting
speeds (45, 65 and 85 m/min) and two feed rates (0.02 and 0.04 mm/rev), while helical
milling experiments were performed using a 5 mm diameter carbide two-fluted end mill at
the same cutting speeds as those used for CD, two axial feeds (0.2 and 0.4 mm/rev) and
a tangential feed of 0.1 mm/tooth. As found by Wang et al. [136] for CFRP/AA2024-T3
stacks, the OD process also exhibited lower thrust force than that measured during CD, and
higher spindle speeds and lower feed speeds were recommended to reduce the thrust force
generated on CARALL. Chip formation and cutting temperature are known to determine
the roughness of the drilled holes. The authors reported that the cutting temperatures
measured during the OD process were drastically reduced compared to those monitored
during CD, irrespective of the cutting conditions, due to intermittent cutting, which favored
chip evacuation and heat dissipation. The lowest cutting temperature was achieved at the
lowest cutting speed and axial feed. In addition, long and non-fragmented chips were
generated during CD, while OD produced short and fragmented chips, which promoted
smoother hole surface roughness. However, the size of the chips, measured as exit burr
size, was found to be related to axial feed and, to a lesser extent, to cutting speed, and
the authors warned that excessive axial feed could result in tool deformation and chatter,
leading to surface quality deterioration. The best surface roughness was generated at the
highest cutting speed and axial feed. In addition, the two hole-making processes produced
oversized entrance and exit holes, but the OD process allowed a clear reduction in the
deviation from the nominal diameter due to smaller and fragmented chips compared to
those produced by CD and achieved the required H9 diameter tolerance. The best results
were found at the lowest cutting speed and axial feed. The authors reported that smaller
and thinner exit burrs were generated when decreasing both cutting speed and feed rate,
regardless of the hole-making process. Hence, exit burr size was minimized at the lowest
cutting speed and axial feed.

3.3.2. Cooling Strategies

Although the use of cutting fluids can enhance the machining efficiency and improve
the tool life by dissipating the heat produced at the cutting region, the cyclic utilization
of coolant in composite–metal stack drilling processes is uneconomical and environmen-
tally unfriendly due to heavy pollution by powdery CFRP chips, justifying the interest
in reducing its use [77]. However, it may be wise to pay particular attention to the cut-
ting environment since the appropriate selection of the cooling conditions, minimizing
the required amount of cutting fluid, could contribute to promoting high-performance
drilling of hybrid composite stacks or FML composites. Hence, the development of al-
ternative environmentally friendly cooling techniques that allow a reduction in friction
between the cutting tool and the chip, limit the adhesion of metal to the cutting edge
and lessen the cutting temperature is required to substitute conventional unhealthy and
environmentally hazardous flood cooling methods while ensuring extended tool life and
improved drilled-hole quality. Among the various existing cooling strategies, minimum
quantity lubrication (MQL) and cryogenic cooling are the two main high-performance
cooling techniques that have emerged concerning the drilling of multi-material stacks,
although, to date, few authors have investigated the drilling performance of these two
cooling techniques when drilling CFRP/Al stacks [4,48,49,93] and GLARE [107,204,205].
MQL consists of applying a fine mist to the cutting zone using the optimal amount of
cutting fluid with compressed air. The performance of this new “green” cooling technique
was already studied when drilling aluminum alloys [206–208], CFRP [209] and CFRP/Ti
stacks [181,183,190,192,210,211]. Cryogenic cooling consists of projecting a super-cold
medium, such as liquid nitrogen (LN2) or liquid carbon dioxide (LCO2), at high velocity to
quickly dissipate the heat generated at the tool–workpiece interface. Some investigations
of the efficiency of this alternative solution of dry machining were also carried out in the
case of the drilling of CFRP panels [209,212–215] and CFRP/Ti stacks [216,217].
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Brinksmeier and Janssen [48] compared the deviation of the drilled-hole diameters
and tool wear achieved in MQL and dry conditions when drilling CFRP/AlCuMg2 stacks
(20/10 mm thick) at two different cutting speeds (10 and 20 m/min) and a feed rate
of 0.15 mm/rev using a 15.4/16.0 mm diameter uncoated carbide step drill with three
flutes, a 30◦ helix angle and a 130◦ point angle. The authors reported that the penalizing
effects of the cutting temperature on the hole diameter and tool wear were alleviated
by using MQL since tighter diameter tolerances than those generated in dry conditions
were achieved due to improved friction conditions, which facilitated chip removal. In
addition, the progression of tool wear was delayed because the BUE occurrence at the
cutting edge and the flank of the cutting tool was found to be clearly reduced after several
drilled holes. Meshreki et al. [93] studied the effect of four different cooling modes (dry,
MQL(LP-HF) with low pressure (<1.5 bar) and a high flow rate (400 mL/h); MQL(HP-LF)
with high pressure (4.25 bar) and a low flow rate (10 mL/h) and flood cooling) on thrust
force, cutting temperature, delamination, surface roughness and diameter errors when
drilling CFRP/Al stacks (19/19 mm thick) at a cutting speed of 76 m/min and a feed
rate of 0.1 mm/rev using a 9.52 mm diameter uncoated solid carbide two-fluted twist
drill. They showed that the mean thrust forces in the aluminum constituent were similar
(~400 N) irrespective of the cooling mode, while only flood cooling resulted in higher
mean thrust force (~225 N) in the CFRP constituent compared to the mean value (~150 N)
achieved with the other cooling modes. Comparable tool temperatures (~350 ◦C) at the
exit hole were found when drilling in dry or MQL(LP-HF) conditions, while MQL(HP-LF)
promoted lower temperature (~200 ◦C). The authors assumed that high pressure projected
faster oil droplets, enhancing the penetration of coolant into the cutting area and thus
reducing the friction-induced heat. No significant effect of the cooling mode on the surface
roughness Ra measured in the hole wall of either the CFRP or aluminum layer was clearly
identified, and the best results were obtained in dry conditions. The lowest diameter errors
in CFRP and aluminum holes were achieved with flood cooling, followed by MQL(HP-
LF), while the dry mode-induced holes exceeded the diameter tolerance, particularly for
the aluminum constituent. Moreover, the authors stated that the two MQL modes had a
negative impact on the occurrence of entry delamination, while dry and flood conditions
produced delamination-free holes.

Giasin et al. [107] investigated the impact of the use of cryogenic LN2 and MQL
coolants on the entrance and exit aluminum burr size and the deviation of nominal hole
size when drilling GLARE 2B 11/10-0.4 (7.1304 mm total thickness) at various spindle
speeds (3000, 6000 and 9000 rpm) and feed speeds (300, 600, 900 mm/min) using a 6 mm
diameter coated carbide drill with a 30◦ helix angle and a 140◦ point angle. They reported
that cooling modes significantly impacted the burr size measured at the entrance and
exit of the drilled holes, since the use of cutting fluids aimed to reduce the temperature
during the drilling operation, which involved the lessening of the plastic deformation
of the material and thus a decrease in burr formation. Thinner entrance and exit burrs
were generated under MQL and cryogenic conditions compared to those observed in dry
conditions. Indeed, the performance of MQL coolant, with a reduction in the entrance burr
thickness of up to 50% compared to dry drilling, was better than that of cryogenic coolant,
the reduction in which achieved up to 28%. Furthermore, a sharper reduction in exit burr
thickness was found when drilling at high spindle speeds or high feed rates. The influence
of cooling modes on burr height, which was more substantial at high spindle speeds and
low feed rates, was found to be opposite depending on the position of the drilled layer
(first or last aluminum layer, corresponding to the entrance or exit of the GLARE composite,
respectively). Regardless of the cooling mode, the authors stated that the entrance burr
height increased significantly (up to 175 and 228% for MQL and LN2 coolants, respectively),
while smaller exit burrs were observed compared to those produced in dry conditions.
The selection of cooling technology also impacted the hole size at the top and bottom
positions, while entrance and exit hole diameters were almost always found to be close to
the nominal diameter but undersized when drilling in dry conditions due to the thermal
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expansion of the constituents during the process and their relaxation after the process.
Under MQL and cryogenic conditions, entrance holes were always oversized, while exit
holes were either undersized under MQL conditions or also oversized when a cryogenic
fluid was applied. The use of MQL coolant only affected entrance holes, changing from
an undersized diameter to an oversized one, which can be attributed to the way that the
coolant with limited cooling capacity was applied, only delaying the thermal expansion
at the top of the GLARE composite. In contrast, both entrance and exit hole diameters
became oversized in the case of the application of LN2 coolant, the high cooling capacity
of which delayed the thermal expansion and increased the epoxy matrix stiffness and the
rigidity of the fibers, leading to a reduction in the fiber deflections and preventing the
laminate layers from shrinking after thermal expansion. Giasin et al. [204] completed their
previous investigation [107] by studying the influence of the use of cryogenic LN2 and
MQL coolants on thrust force and surface roughness when drilling the same GLARE grade
with the same cutting parameters and tool as previously used. They reported that the
cryogenic environment had a negative impact on the magnitude of both thrust force and
torque components, which could increase by up to 20% compared to that measured when
drilling under dry and MQL conditions. On the other hand, the lowest surface roughness
was achieved under cryogenic conditions when drilling at low feed rates and high spindle
speeds. The authors reported that the MQL strategy was also a suitable solution to promote
better surface roughness inside the hole drilled in the GLARE material since these two
cooling modes improved the hole wall surface quality by up to 44% over dry conditions.

4. Conclusions and Future Scope

This article provides the first comprehensive and detailed literature review on recent
outstanding advances in one-shot drilling of FRP/Al stacks and FML composites under
dry conditions. It addresses the key mechanisms that give rise to the main issues occurring
when drilling hybrid composite stacks. This literature review also focuses on available
techniques commonly used to monitor and assess overall drilled-hole quality, as well as
on promising technological solutions and strategies recommended to achieve high-quality
delamination-free drilled holes. Based on the exhaustive analysis of experimental investi-
gations, mostly performed over the last past decade, several conclusions and prospects for
future research works can be highlighted and summarized as follows:

• Hybrid composite stacks, including CFRP/Al assemblies and FML composites, are
increasingly employed in the manufacturing of structural components in the aerospace
and aeronautics industries due to their enhanced mechanical and physical proper-
ties. Additionally, these new hybrid materials are usually bolted or riveted and thus
required to be drilled in a single-shot operation and under dry conditions for both
environmental and economic considerations. Unfortunately, laminated composites
and aluminum alloys exhibit different properties, which complicate their simultaneous
drilling and induce crippling issues such as severe tool wear, heat-induced damage,
drilled-hole deviations or metal burr formation.

• Delamination, fiber breakage and hole wall damage due to metal chip transport
through the FRP layer, exit burrs in the aluminum layer and hole size and geomet-
rical errors in both constituents are the main hole defects induced by the drilling of
CFRP/Al stacks and FML composites. The achievement of better drilling performance
of aerospace assemblies requires monitoring and assessing both offline and online
parameters with well-known devices such as optical microscopes, surface profilome-
ters, coordinate measuring machines, piezoelectric dynamometers or thermocouples.
Offline parameters, such as delamination, hole wall surface roughness, hole circularity
error, hole size deviation and burr height, inform on the overall quality of the drilled
hole, while online parameters, such as both cutting force temperatures, constitute
major indicators related to drilling defects or tool wear.

• The stringent requirements of the aerospace industry for the drilled-hole quality
of CFRP/Al stacks and FML composites are required to suppress exit aluminum
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burrs, minimize drilled-hole wall surface roughness and peripherical hole delamina-
tion and control the hole diameter deviation and geometrical accuracy. Numerous
investigations have shown that the cutting parameters, cutting tool and cutting en-
vironment significantly influence the overall drilling performance, and optimized
strategies or alternative drilling techniques should be developed to achieve high-
quality delamination-free drilled holes.

• Cutting parameters represent key factors in the drilling of hybrid composite stacks
since they directly impact delamination, hole surface roughness, dimensional accuracy,
burr formation, drilling forces, thermal aspects, tool wear and chip formation and thus
influence the drilling performance of aerospace assemblies. Generally, the feed rate
was found to significantly influence cutting forces, metal chip morphology, drilled-hole
wall roughness and the hole diameter of each constituent, while the choice of spindle
speed had a negligible effect when drilling CFRP/Al stacks. Moreover, a reduction
in the delamination extent and a rise in cutting temperature were observed when
increasing cutting speed or decreasing the feed rate. Conversely, spindle speed and
feed speed significantly influence cutting forces, drilled-hole wall surface roughness
and burr size when drilling GLARE composites. Hence, the combination of low feed
speed and low or moderate spindle speed is recommended to achieve minimum
roughness, better surface finish and good hole quality, while cutting forces can be
minimized when drilling with higher spindle speed.

• Tool characteristics and tool coating are other key factors in the drilling of CFRP/Al
stacks and FML composites, which need to be carefully selected in order to drill high-
quality holes and enhance tool life without increasing manufacturing costs. Cemented
and tungsten carbide tools are preferred to HSS tools due to their better performance,
even at high temperatures. The deposition of a coating layer generally delays tool wear
and extends tool life. Nano- and diamond-coated drills cause a significant reduction
in thrust forces and achieve lower hole wall surface roughness, while TiAlCrN and
AlTiSiN-G coatings are inefficient in terms of tool wear prevention. Moreover, wear
mechanisms are different depending on the type of tool coating. TiAlN-coated tools
are essentially affected by abrasion, while DLC-coated drills exhibit chipping, edge
rounding and abrasion. DLC coating allows the achievement of a lower delamination
factor than TiAlN coating.

• Drill bit morphologies and geometries also affect hole surface quality, delamination
and tool performance. Double cone, brad and spur and step drills allow thrust forces to
be reduced. The brad and spur drill can also improve hole accuracy and achieve lower
surface roughness, while a double cone drill is found to decrease the hole wall surface
roughness compared to the conventional twist drill. Nevertheless, the conventional
twist drill remains the tool commonly used when drilling CFRP/Al stacks and FML
composites. Hence, significant efforts are made to optimize the characteristic angles
of the twist drill to promote high-quality holes. The point angle influences thrust
force and delamination. Lower values of this angle reduce delamination damage
but increase thrust forces. Smaller thrust forces are produced when decreasing the
clearance and chisel edge angles, while smoother surface roughness is achieved when
increasing the chisel edge angle or decreasing the clearance angle. The combination of a
45◦ chisel edge angle, 7◦ primary clearance angle and 130◦ point angle is recommended
to achieve minimum thrust force and the best hole surface roughness when drilling
CFRP/AA7075-T6 stacks in a single-shot process.

• Vibration-assisted drilling and orbital drilling are two emerging drilling techniques
for CFRP/Al stacks and FML composites, and promising results are found concerning
the reduction in the delamination extent, the lessening of thrust forces, the decrease
in cutting temperatures and the improvement of the fragmentation and evacuation
of metal chips. For the VAD process, the vibration amplitude constitutes the key
parameter influencing the overall drilled-hole quality and tool wear, while frequency
seems to play no role.
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• The performance of MQL and cryogenic cooling is still too little studied in the context
of CFRP/Al stack and FML composite drilling. However, the few studies conducted
show that tool wear is delayed and hole diameter deviations are reduced by MQL
cooling strategies, while it seems to have a negative impact on the occurrence of entry
delamination. Cryogenic cooling was exclusively investigated by one research team
when drilling GLARE composites, and excellent results were found.

• This literature review shows that few investigations still exist on drilling temperatures
or tool wear progression when drilling CFRP/Al stacks, while studies on the influence
of cutting parameters are numerous. Further investigations should be performed on
the optimization of the tool geometry by focusing on the relationship between cutting
mechanisms, induced defects and the functional of the main geometrical characteristics
of the drill. Furthermore, the drilling of CARALL and GLARE composites is not
sufficiently studied, and more research projects in this area should be developed in
the future.

• Numerical studies on the drilling of CFRP/Al stacks and FML composites are not
discussed in the present article since this extensive review study focused only on the
significant contributions of experimental investigations and studies. However, the
authors are convinced that the selection of strategies for high-performance drilling
of multi-material stacks could be optimized more efficiently by combining numerical
methodologies with experimental studies. Few numerical studies on the drilling of
CFRP/Al stacks and FML composites are currently available in the scientific literature,
and this is a promising line of thought for forthcoming research works.
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